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A long standing inequity was corrected by the Voters
of San Francisco on June 5th. Beginning this July 1st,
officers working between the hours of 1700 and 0700
will receive 6.25% per hour above their base hourly
wage (premium rate). Interestingly, this will result in
an estimated $3,500 per year increase for the night
patrol commander, somewhat sweetening that command position. Also, it seems that a solo motorcycle officer working at night will earn more than a day watch
sergeant. The weak arguments which appeared against
Proposition "B" quickly faded before the fact that most
other city workers enjoy night differential, and it is a
very common benefit outside public employment.
The Voters supported it out of a sense of fairness in
spite of the recent efforts of the various media to boost
TV ratings and hawk papers at the expense of the
Police Department. The poison penmanship and
mudslinging apparently did stir the public into a
backlash at the polls - this time in our favor. The
message should be very clear to political opportunists,
the bitter critics, and media detractors who have unjustly and maliciously preyed on the accountability of
the police officer.
POA President Casciato would not take "no" for an
answer during his lobbying for Proposition "B";

neither did Gerry Schmidt, Reno Rapagnani, and campaign managers Rich Schlackman and Tony Fazio.
Many personal appearances were made and speeches
given to a vast spectrum of San Francisco's political,
social, labor, business, and neighborhood organizations. Against the background of the recent bad press
which discouraged many among us; very important endorsements were won, and even some opposing forces
were pursuaded to remain neutral. Their lobbying was
met with a barrage of reactions, both good and bad,
and often they found themselves debating the current
events. Their persistence and direct professional approach paid off, and was impressive enough for a win at
the ballot box.
The same kind of effort will he needed when more
complicated issues, such as the Tier II problem, are
presented to the Voters. Voter surveys indicate that a
message for a paid family medical plan for police and
fire would be supported, making that a likely prospect
for the November election. The action or inaction of the
membership will determine whose interests are served
within the organization. Take the time to at least
become aware of the issues. Lend yourself to future efforts through your station representative. The answer to
that recurrent question, "What is the POA doing about
it?", must not be left to a minority of the membership,
if we are to continue to improve the police officers' lot.

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY
TO POLICE OFFICERS

by Pete Malone y-

Editor

-
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Who can figure it? The voters turned the popular fire
fighters for 'longevity pay' and in the wake of some the
most lurid press coverage we have ever suffered they approved our 'night differential' measure. Enough for the
good news, our real loss this time around was the 'flex
bargaining.' Why? Because it would have saved us the
necessity of draining our financial resources in going to
the ballot. Not because we have to seek approval of the
people who ultimaely have pay for it but that we deserve
the right to negotiate reasonable benefits for ourselves
and our families. I would, on behalf of all of us, to express thanks to the other city employees who really carried Prop. 'A', the 'flex bargaining' issue in this past
election. I think you will see this measure raised again,
it deserves passage.
You have seen many disparaging remarks in this column regarding the promotional processes of the
S.F.P.D., but I think that the most damning statement
of all is the most recent decision of the Civil Service
Commission. Essentially they made it clear that they
are not looking for the most qualified candidates for
promotion.
One of the things that has not been considered is the
morale of the ranks. How can you ask anyone to study
for exams when their value is totally eliminated for the
sake of ulterior motives, however important? How do
you maintain the pride of achievement, the respect for
authority by the public, the strength of the chain of
command, the quality of decisions in the field, or the
honor of the department without merit based advancement? When we look to recruit quality people at the entry level what do we have to offer?

By Janis Musante, POA Attorney
Unfortunately, all too often police officers have failed
to pursue any claims they may have for injuries suffered
while on duty caused by the negligence of third parties,
under the mistaken belief that they would be precluded
by the so-called "Fireman's Rule" from pursuing any
recovery.
The Fireman's Rule was based on a fundamental
principle, to wit: that one who knowingly and voluntarily confronted a hazard could not recover for injuries
sustained thereby. Historically, courts took the position
that a fireman as well as a police officer, by the terms of
their employment, both knowingly and voluntarily confronted hazards such as those caused by the negligence
of third parties and therefore could not complain of
negligence in the creation of the very occasion for their
employment engagement. Generally, the courts took
the position that there was no duty owed to the fireman
or the policeman to exercise care so as not to require the
special services for which the fireman or policeman was
trained and paid. The court justified its position on the
basis primarily that the risk a fireman and policeman
encountered was more than compensated for by the
public he served, both in pay, which reflected the
hazard, as well as in workmen's compensation benefits
for the consequences of the inherent risks of the calling.
(Walters v. Sloan (1977) 20 C.3d 199.) In subsequent
cases, the California Supreme Court, as well as the
California Court of Appeals, continued to bar recovery
on the basis of the Fireman's Rule, justifying its
holding on the elements of knowledge and foreseeability.
In 1981, the California Court of Appeals came out
with a decision which resulted in a major change in the

application of the Fireman's Rule. The case involved an
officer of the California Highway Patrol who stopped
two vehicles for speeding. He pulled them over and
parked between them. The officer turned off the ignition of his unit and set the emergency brake, when,
without any warning, his vehicle was struck by the rear
car which was being driven by a driver inexperienced
with manual transmission. As a result of the collision,
the officer suffered a whiplash-type injury. The officer
brought an action against the driver of the automobile
for his injuries, who interposed the Fireman's Rule.
The trial court, originally agreeing with the defendant,
after reconsideration found the Fireman's Rule inapplicable. The appellate court confirmed the trial court's
holding, finding that the officer's injury was not caused
by a risk typical of the activity of apprehending
speeders. The risk did not result from the negligent act
continued on p age S
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Widows &
Orphans
The regular monthly meeting of the Widows and Orphans Aid Association was called to order by Pres. M.
Lennon at 2:10 P.M. Wednesday, May 16, 1984 in the
Traffic Bureau Assembly Room, Hall of Justice.
V. Pres. M. Kemmitt and Trustee M. Hurley excused. All other Officers and Trustees present.
Letter received by Treasurer from Mrs. Kenneth
Clapp thanking the Association for the prompt
response to her husband's death.
Regular bills, Officers salaries, beneficiary payments
presented by Treas. Parenti and approved for payment.
Treas. Parenti also reported the death of JOSEPH
McVEIGH - Born in San Francisco in 1900, Joe, after
working as a real estate salesman, became a member of
the Department in 1926 at age 26. He served at Ingleside and Mission Stations as a radio car operator
and as a beat man. In 1945 he was appointed a
Sergeant and assigned to Park Station. After a short
time he was sent to Central Station where he stayed for
5 years, then transferred to Park Station remaining
there until his retirement on disability in 1952 at age
52. Joe was 83 years old at his death.
REPORT OF TRUSTEES: Bro. Jordan reported on
the meeting with Hibernia Bank on Friday May 11,
1984. Miss Minuth, Hibernia, explained the movement
of the Market and how it was affecting our portolio.
Possible to buy U.S. Bonds at 12% so will have to look
for equities that will appreciate at least that much including the payment of dividends. Association will have
$215,000 for investment the balance of the year. Several
stocks were recommended for sales and buys. These
were approved by the Trustees.
GOOD OF THE ASSOCIATION: Motion Jeffrey/2nd Newlin that Bro. Frank Jordan be complimented by The Association for his being selected as
the Policeman of The Year by the S.F. Chamber of
Commerce. As Bro. Jordan was present the compliment
was extended at that time.
Members are advised that the next regular meeting
will be held Wednesday June 20, 1984 at 2:00 P.M. in
The Traffic Bureau Assembly Room, Hall of Justice.
There being no further business to come before the
membership; the meeting was adjourned at 2:35 P.M.
in memory of Bro. Joseph McVeigh.
Fraternally,
Bob McKee,
Secretary
REAL

West & 1 raSZker.ESTATE
1812 Noriega St., San Francisco, CA 94122
(near Credit Union)

DREAMING OF OWNING
YOUR OWN

HOME?

If you have a desire to own a
home, start by building your
Estate today. Call me now for the
various ways you can own.. .and
for pennies more than you are
now paying for rent.
INVESTMENT COUNSELING STEPHEN MAXOUTOPOULIS
RETIRED SFPD OFFICER
661-5300
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POLICE
POST
#456
NEWS
THE JUNE SWOON
We've heard the expression principally used to refer
to some baseball teams that for some unknown reason
seem to go into a slump during the month of June. But,
somewhere in my memory bank I think that it initially
referred to June brides and all the attendant rushing
around. The word swoon, as defined means to faint or
be rendered unconscious. Now, why wouldn't that refer
to the other eleven months? All the other brides and
prospective brides should ask for equal time. So much
for that.
The month of June does mean a great deal as far as
the American Legion is concerned. It is the month for
our annual convention which is to be held in Fresno this
year. The American Legion, Department of California

will convene during the last weekend in June. The
things that go to make for good conventions are
vigorous participation in the many programs which are
of benefit to so many deserving veterans who are suffering various disabilities. Law and Order is one program
which is on the Law and Order Commission. No one
has to tell Police Post #456 how important that is. We
come across that every day. Delegate strength is what
counts and we need paid up members to achieve this.
Show your support by making sure your current dues
are paid.
• Police Post #456 lost one of its most beloved Past
Commanders recently. George Holmberg passed on to
Post Everlasting and will be sorely missed by his family
and the multitude of friends he left behind. The services which were put on by S.F. Police Post #456 were
very beautiful and a memorable tribute to a wonderful
guy. The gathering at the house was an additional
tribute after the services. To his lovely wife Eileen and
all of the family who made us all so welcome you can
take comfort that George was up there watching it all
with a happy smile on his face. May he rest in peace.
Till next issue, keep smiling, and may GOD hold you in
the palm of His hand.
Your Scribe,
John A. Russell

POWA
Our last meeting was held on June 5, 1984 at the
POA Hall, 510 7th Street, San Francisco, Ca. at 7:30
p.m. Our thanks to all who attended.
The POWA Board Meeting regarding the October
convention was held at the Hall of Justice on June 9,
1984. Final details about workshops and scheduling
were settled. We had a lovely luncheon at the Sir Francis Drake Hotel with a tour of the rooms that will be used in October.
The NOR-CAL Picnic was held at the San Mateo
Memorial Park on June 24, 1984. A great time was had
by all!!! It was nice to get together with all of our
families to enjoy the sunshine.
The next meeting of the San Francisco Police Officers Wives will be on Tuesday, July 3, 1984 at 7:30
p.m. at the POA Hall. Anyone needing more information or transportation please contact Pat Barsetti (415)
566-5985, Cathy Oberhoffer (415) 344-9225 or Wanda
Manini (415) 566-1872. Hope to see you at the next
meeting.

point repeatedly and will continue to do so.
In many years as Mayor I have worked closely with
the Police Department, and have come to know and
respect hundreds of its members. We have seen them
build the department's effectiveness and stature, and I
am convinced our force is one of the nation's finest.
You have every reason to be proud of your husbands
and the work they are doing. Through their work and
their help to the community, we have seen crime decline
steadily in this city.
continued on page 3
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The Honorable Diane Feinstein
Mayor of San Francisco
City Hall
San Francisco, California 94102

^Iff

DONNA FALZON

May 14, 1984

1301 Grant Avenue
Novato, CA 94947
Office: (415) 897-3121
Incorporated - Marie and Sonoma

tlir. 0 o:111 Francisco

Dear Mayor Feinstein,
We are writing to express our concern regarding the
inundation of press coverage in recent weeks of the
"police code of silence."
Our particular concern is the recent statement made
by Lt. William Taylor in the May 10, 1984 issue of the
San Francisco Examiner. Lt. Taylor's remarks
disparage the image and integrity of the entire Police
Department. To quote Lt. Taylor, the code of silence
has resulted in "repeated miscarriages of justice." He
also alludes to the idea that officers beat suspects and
fake evidence, stating "they have every motive in the
world to lie."
We strongly object to insinuations by the Police Administration and the press that the entire membership
of the Police Department is corrupt and immoral.
Though we certainly do not condone unofficer like
conduct, it is grossly unfair to place a stigma on 99% of
the hard working officers and their families.
Your dynamic leadership has always been a source of
strength for San Francisco and you have repeatedly
shown your support for the Police Department. We implore you to intervene in this situation and assist in reaffirming the good name of the Department.
We appreciate the opportunity to express our concern.
Sincerely,
Patricia Barsetti
Wanda Manini
Cathleen Oberhoffer
May 17, 1984
S.F. Police Officer's Wives Association
P.O. Box 22022
San Francisco, California 94122

33 Battery St.
San Francisco, CA. 94111

June 1984

Dear Police Officer's Wives:
Thank you for the thoughts, and concerns, expressed
in the May 14th letter from your officers. I truly appreciate knowing your views.
Of course I agree with you that it is grossly unfair to
stigmatize all police officers for the actions of a few who
behaved badly. Doing so is a grave disservice to our entire Police force, and to the City itself. I have made that
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Treasurer's
Column
by Duane Collins

MONEY
HOW LONG WILL WE EXIST?

SAN FRANCISCO
POLICE OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION
MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
APRIL 1984
INCOME:
Dues - Active
Retired
Policeman Income
Interest Earned
Misc. Income

$40,454.10
53.25
995.87
438.66
136.00
$42,077.88

If it were up to the Administration of the police
department or CITY HALL, we would have been out of DISBURSEMENTS:
business 38 years ago.
701 Accounting
I would like to quote a good friend of mine from the 723 Dues Collection
last issue of our newspaper. "The membership of the 728 Equipment Rental
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS' ASSOCIA 730 Expense Acct. (Pres.)
TION can be assured that the BILL of RIGHTS and 744 Insurance & Bonding
the rights under the UNITED STATES CONSTITU 753 Janitorial Svcs
TION wilt not be abridged by the administration of the 761 Maintenance (EquipSAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT as long
ment)
as this organization exists." That was written by PAUL 771 Mailing
CHIGNELL, our vice president. I would like to go fur- 772 Public Relations
ther. I believe we are here to protect and defend 773 Rent
members as stated above, but we also have an obliga- 776 Salaries - Office
tion to protect and increase working conditions and 777 Salaries - Executive
benefits. Our victories of two years ago (time and a half 781 Supplies - Office
overtime) and last week (night differential) show that 782A Supplies - Adwe are committed to this end and are successful in our
ministrative
attempts. Each and every member who works nights 783 Income Tax
now has been given back their dues money five times 785 Federal Payroll Tax
over each and every year! Not a bad return on your in- 787 State Payroll Tax
vestment!
Less Withholding
Don't think that these victories, and many others 792 Utilities
that have cost City Hall millions of dollars, go un- 794 Building Maintenance
noticed. Every time we take them to court or to the polls 796 Retirement (Pres.)
and win, (we win a lot more than we lose), it makes 830 Health Svcs/Retirement
them very angry. They continue to try to block our get- 835 Insurance
ting the basic benefits due all working men and women 845 Legislative
in this great city of ours. Don't think these battles come 845D Legislative-Prop B
cheap. Time and a half overtime cost the Association 855 Political Contributions
$100,000. Night differential cost us $50,000. Every time 860 Screening
we go to court it costs us tens of thousands of dollars. 860A Screening - Retainer
But we should always be ready to spend in order to get 863 Publication
what is rightfully ours. We should never hesitate to de- 870 COPS
fend a member when accused of wrong doing. This is 872A Insurance - Life
where our strength lies, in the ability to haul them into 875 Federal Litigation
court and, more time than not, emerge victorious!
880 Stress
I have noticed a trend over the last couple of years.
895 Sports
The trend is to take many disciplinary hearings before 896 Backpacking
the Police Commission; cases that, in the past, were
handled behind the closed doors of the Chiefs' office.
The chief has the right to suspend for up to ten days. In Cash spent over receipts
the past, this was exercised and many members found
themselves with a reprimand or even a day or two off. It Cash at beginning of period
was handled very quickly and, generally, to everyones
General Account
satisfaction.
Dean Witter Acct.

FOOTBALL
Quiz
Would you answer these questions...
1. Have you ever attended a University of Notre
Dame football game with 10,000 crazy Irishmen?
2. Have you ever attended a USC vs. Notre Dame
football game at the Los Angeles Coliseum?
3. Have you ever tried to find your Hertz rent a car
at 2 a.m. in downtown Los Angeles with Dan Gardner?
4. Have you ever went disco dancing with Mike
Puccinelli?
5. Have you ever tried to sleep in your motel room
and Mike Rolovich is in the next room with his blender
going?
6. Have you ever shared a room with Charley
Mahoney or Jack Minkel?
7. Have you ever watched the smooth, suave talking
of Jeff Smith to young ladies?
8. Have you ever looked out of an airplane window
as it was taxiing down the runway and seen John Murphy below riding on the hood of a PINTO?
9. Have you ever attended a Dan Ferretti Playform
Diving class from a Marina Del Rey restaurant?
10. Do you know anyone on the Redondo Beach
Police department?
Well, if you are interested in the answers to these
questions or would like to spend one heck of a weekend
in Los Angeles then contact any of the guys mentioned
above and ask them about their trip to L.A. This will be
our seventh trip to Los Angeles and we still have some
seats available.
$175.00 each
Depart Oakland Airport November 23rd a.m.
Return Oakland Airport November 25th p .m.
included in price is round trip airfare
two nights lodging
tickets to the game
SEND CHECKS TO LARRY FROST COMPANY 'K'

Ending Cash balance
General Account
Dean Witter Acct.

140.00
201.52
81.16
400.00
420.46
540.00
801.00
284.36
116.12
1,191.83
4,044.96
2,992.00
509.12
422.17
1,178.00
2,555.08
323.98
(2,186.82)
1,211.07
33.92
188.44
1,642.57
1,015.33
74.85
7,390.00
3,000.00
5,563.00
2,000.00
2,748.29
3,341.60
1,101.05
229.35
284.60
2,586.05
1,092.62
47,517.68
5,539.80
$39,147.06
58,448.94
97,596.00
$39,168.60
52,887.60
92,056.20

The balance on hand at the commencement of the
month was $97,596.00. There was received from all
sources during the month of $42,077.88; during the
same period the expenses amounted to $47,517.68,
leaving a balance on hand of $92,056.20.
Bley Bill Mar. '84 Charges
Pd. Mar. '84
Bal. Due

$11,198.58
-032,199.92

POWA
continued from page 2

I am sure most San. Franciscans will not allow an
isolated incident to taint their confidence in the fine
men and women who work so hard for all of us.
Sincerely,
Dianne Feinstein
Mayor
June 5, 1984
Mayor Dianne Feinstein
Chief Cornelius P. Murphy
Civil Service Commission
Judge Robert Peckham
Editor of the San Francisco Chronicle
Editor of the San Francisco Examiner
In response to the recent Civil Service Commission
decision regarding the Q35 and Q50 examination, we
wish to express, strongly, our abhorrence of this blatent
disregard for the civil rights of the San Francisco Officers.
We can't express it any better than Officer Larry
Barsetti as quoted in the San Francisco Chronicle on
Tuesday, June 5, 1984, and we quote; "Some of the
people joining this department now are not fit to be
peace officers, and I know whereof I speak because I'm
a field training officer and teach at the academy. The
Officer of Citizens Complaints is backlogged with complaints about this kind of officer, and the city attorney
is going to have to defend these in people in
court, regardless of their sex or color.... Do you really
want to take other incompetent people and make them
their leaders?"
If you were given the responsibility of choosing an officer to not only protect the citizens of the City, but also
to supervise, teach and direct other officers, which candidate, in good conscience, would be the most
qualified.
CANDIDATE #1
- 13 years as a "street cop."
- 7 years as a field training officer.
- Instructor at the Police Academy.
- Is literate and educated.
- Studied deligently for over 6 months in preparation
for the exam.
CANDIDATE #2
- 6 years with the Department (2 years of which as a
"street cop").
- No supervisor experience.
- Is functionally illiterate.
- Did not study for the exam.
Due to the recent decision, Candidate #2 is going to
be chosen over Candidate #1, simply because of race
and sex, not qualification.
It is a sad comment when officers who have dedicated
their lives to the Department and the City of San Francisco are in essence being told that the City does not
want a working cop, that the City does not appreciate a
working cop and that pride in your work is worthless.
Maybe we should take a lesson from successful
businesses, where people are promoted on their merit,
rather than their race.
DON'T THE CITIZENS OF THIS CITY DESERVE
BETTER!!!!
Respectfully,
Patricia P. Barsetti, President
for
MEMBERS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE
OFFICER'S WIVES ASSOCIATION

CR0 WLEY
MOVING & STORAGE

SHAREL ROBINS
MANAGER

Lie. & 1n5.
Same Rate Anytime

CLOSET OR FULL HOUSE
Offices & Stores
24 Hrs. Service - Free Est.

051 pe

4 EMBARCADERO CENTER PODIUM LEVEL
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94111 415/397-2782

922-4596
if no answer 922-5244

) 781-3220
TOOLS ELECTRIC & AIR

DALY CITY TOOL MART

T.M.

49 POWELL STREET/SAN FRANCISCO, CA 9410

7339 MISSION ST.
DALY CITY, CA 94014
TEL: 992-5730, 992-5731
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WHAT JUSTICE IS THERE?

IRWIN MEMORIAL BLOOD BANK OF THE
SAN FRANCISCO MEDICAL SOCIETY

NEWS BULLETIN
Inspector Tom Vigo and the San Francisco Police
Department have been honored by the Irwin Memorial
Blood Bank for outstanding support of the community
blood program in 1983. Inspector Vigo, who organizes
-the department blood drives, received the Coordinator
Award and the department was presented Irwin's
Award of Achievement for its more than 400 donations
last year. Other recipients of the Award of Achievement
were Crocker National bank, Metropolitan Insurance
Company, San Francisco State University, Southern
Pacific Social Club and the University of California San
I Francisco.

GRANDMA'S
SALOON
1232 Noreiga Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 665-7892

By Officer Sandi Gallant

All of us who studied so hard for promotionals are in
shock at the apparent inequities of a system that asked
us to give part of our lives to study for examinations to
help us realize our goals and then turned around a
year later and punished us for doing it - by giving our
jobs to people who never cracked a book and made little
or no effort.
What Justice is there, anyway?
I will tell you:
The same damn "justice" that tells a family, "The
insurance doesn't cover your child's illness," and the
child dies because her parents couldn't raise the money
soon enough to save her - yet a criminal can be shot
while committing a crime and then "Medi-Cal" his way
through system without ever being questioned about it!
What Justice is there?
The same "justice" that exists when a woman goes
blind and society punishes her by saying it won't take
care of her when her small son pleaded for them for
help - yet an illegal immigrant can come here, work

JONES TOW SERVICE
Complete Auto Repair

(415) 775-9272 - 775-9273
24-HOURS SERVICE

Automatic Home
Laundry Service

ALLSTATE
AUTO CLUB
469 EDDY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94102

Sales & Services
Maytag. . . Whirlpool . . . General Electric
Kitchen Aid Dishwashers

ALL APPLIANCESATA DISCOUNT!
45 Dore Street
San Francisco

982-0634
864-7333

0D
A'y

DEXON
SECURITY
a D154KE INTERNATIONAL compary
JOHN J. CHANDLER
BRANCH MANAGER

1,500 Broadway
San Francisco, (\ 94109

Spiro lain poti rant zis

DEXON SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL INC.
605 Market St., Suite 709, San Francisco, CA 94105 • (415) 543-0667
CA ST. LIC. =P005693

928-:3015

JACKSON CAFE

SAN FRANCISCO ITALIAN

CHiNESE - AMERICAN
LUNCH & DINNER
640 JACKSON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94133

only four years, be caught and deported, then collect
social security benefits for the rest of his life - without
ever being questioned about it!
What Justice is there?
I can't find it, can you?
By comparison, our problem is certainly the least of
the evils, however, when you struggle to work within a
system and then have your throat cut for making honest
effort, its time to question:
"What's going on?"
It's like watching a child that never does what his
parents ask him to, and then make a fuss, cry and demand to get his own way - and they give him what he
wants. Rather than nipping the problem in the bud, the
parents relent and in time the child is out of control and
spoiled rotten. He never learns to work for what he
wants, to make sacrifices, or to appreciate anything
that has been done for him.
Are we already watching this problem surface in our
Department, since the standards of hiring were
lowered? What will happen in a society when the entire
system is permeated with supervisors, managers and
leaders who have received their position in the same
way? Like that spoiled child, in time, things will be out
of control.
From here, it looks like there is a great injustice in
our "system of Justice."
And, what does the public think about all of this?
After all, they are the ones we are serving, and they are
the ones who will suffer in the long run.
I think it's time we try to do something about it,
don't you?
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THIRD PARTY LIABILITY TO POLICE OFFICERS
continued from page 1

should reasonably expect to occur while he was engaged

of speeding but from the entirely separate and independent act of driving an unfamiliar vehicle. Such a risk
was therefore not apparent to the officer, nor was it a
reason for his presence at the accident scene. (Malo v.
Willis (1981) 126 C.A.3d 543.)
The Fireman's Rule has been changed by the 1982
amendment of Civil Code S1714.9 to provide that a
peace officer, firefighter, or emergency medical personnel employed by a public entity may recover for willful
acts and for want of ordinary care which occurs after
the defendant knew or should have known of the
presence of the peace officer or when conduct violates a
statute designed to protect such persons. The
Fireman's Rule also is inapplicable when the defendant's independent conduct was ultrahazardous. The
rule, further, does not bar recovery for an independent
act of misconduct which was not the cause of the officer's presence at the scene. Example: Officer attempting to arrest a prostitute in a parking lot was intentionally run down by the prostitute's customer in a car.
One of the latest appellate court cases held:
"Fireman's Rule does not apply to injuries inflicted by
an independent act or not connected with the event bringing the officer to the place of the injury; the rule
does not apply to injuries caused by conduct which the
officer could not reasonably anticipate would occur by
reason of his presence at the place of injury; but the
rule still does apply to injuries inflicted by a participant
in the event bringing the officer to the place of injury
and the act causing the injury is one which the officer

in the duty bringing him to the place of injury."
The bottom line is that an officer injured while on
duty because of the negligent acts of a third party
should consult with his or her attorney to determine
whether or not the acts which gave rise to injury will fall
within the Fireman's Rule, notwithstanding that that
officer receives any compensation benefits from the city. In addition to medical bills incurred as well as time
lost from work, the officer may be entitled to compensation for his or her pain and suffering.

the San Francisco Police Commission, and in fact was
primarily responsible for the Police Commission's
holding that unless charges against any police officer
are timely filed by the Department, such charges will be
dismissed as a violation of the officer's due process
rights.
Mrs. Musante is married to San Francisco Police Officer Ray Musante and is the daughter of the late
Lieutenant of Police Alan A. Rosenbaum.
Mrs. Musante has indicated that she is available to
provide legal consultation free of charge regarding any
of the above to members of the Association.

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY

THERESA'S

Janis Musante is an Attorney in private practice, with
her offices located at 220 Bush Street, Suite 1500, San
Francisco, California, and was previously with the Law
Offices of Bley and Bley, Stephen Bruce Bley, Inc., attorneys for the San Francisco Police Officers Association. On numerous occasions Mrs. Musante
represented various members, both in court and before
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The Secret Code That Keep Cops From 'Snitching'
By Ivan Sharpe
Examiner staff writer
At its worst, the police code of silence has sent innocent people to jail. It has ruined and humiliated officers
and forced others to undergo taunts and abuse as snitches.
Its rules are unwritten. But, as San Francisco
Police Chief Cornelius Murphy said in a soul-searching
letter to his officers last week, the code can be more
powerful than any code of ethics.
It has been called the Blue Curtain. Veteran officers
admit there are a few Serpicos (police such as the legendary New York officer who exposed corruption) around
with the courage to throw it open.
Although the penalties for snitching are not as extreme as the Mafia's, police officers who turn in their
colleagues for wrongdoings face nights of sleepless
anguish.
One veteran officer at San Francisco's Central Station, who let it be known years ago that he did not approve of his colleagues accepting small bribes from bar
owners, said he was shunned and called crazy.
"It was a painful time." he recalled last week. "The
chief's letter made us all look deeply within ourselves.
It's been churning in me.
"1 still struggle over whether I would have been better off just keeping my mouth shut. I don't think I have
ever really resolved it."
In a recent San Francisco court case. Officer Ernest
Wilberg admitted he lied when as a rookie officer he
said he had not seen his partner kicking a man. Since
changing his testimony, he has been called a "snitch,"
and worse, by other officers.
The public caught a glimpse of the code of silence at
work last week when officers at a Police Academy
graduation party refused to incriminate those who
brought in a prostitute to perform oral sex on a handcuffed rookie.
Murphy admitted that peer pressure can be "enormous and overwhelming." but urged his officers to
make a choice between loyalty to fellow officers and a
sworn duty to uphold the law and public trust.
Lt. William Taylor, in charge of the internal investigation of the prostitute incident, said the willingness of officers to cover up for each other has made
his 14 years of investigating public compliments of
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misconduct "extremely frustrating."
"One of the things I have never been able to understand is why an officer expects a colleague will lie for
him if he gets involved in an illegal situation," he said.
Since courts and juries assume officers have no
motives for lying in cases of their words against a defendants', he also said that the code of silence has resulted
in "repeated miscarriages of justice. " Yet. Taylor said
if an officer has beat up on a suspect or faked evidence,
"they have every motiv'e in the world to lie."
Recruits are taught at the Police Acacemy to report
unethical or criminal conduct by their colleagues.
A standard question asekd of police recruits is: "If
you saw your partner taking a bottle of liquor out of a
store without paying for it, what would you do?"
Said Inspector Jack Ballentine, who teaches at the
academy: "The answer is that you'd report it, not ask to
share the bottle, if you want the job."
But once out on the streets. the rookie officer often
faces sterner tests - gray shades of corruption and
unethical behavior that force painful choices.
Said Taylor, "First. they might stop and have a drink
on duty. Then, if he passes that test, they might feel
him out about whether he is willing to accept gratuities
in exchange for looking the other way at a bookie
operation, or at a bar that stays open after closing time.
"Once confirmed, the new officer becomes one of the
boys."
Soon, the gray areas become more like black and
white. And the question is: Where do you draw the
line?
Deputy Chief Richard Trueb said Murphy does not
expect a report every time an officer accepts a free cup
of coffee. Yet former Chief Charles Gain put several
restaurants off limits because of their practice of giving
officer cut-rate or free meals.
Asked whether he would have come forward to report
the prostitute's sex act with a recruit had he been at the
party, Don Carlson, the officer newly assigned to teach
ethics at the academy replied. "I would hope I would."
Carison, a training sergeant since 1980. said, "I
recognize that choices like that ... are probably one of
the hardest choices a police officer has to make. "Peer
pressure is very strong in law enforcement. And we really can't teach people to make those choices. The real
reasons ... come from within yourself."
Carlson said he once has to make such a choice
himself. While declining to provide details or to say
whether he had made a report or kept -silent, he recalled, "It was one of the hardest -things I ever had to do.
And even today. I am not sure that I did the right thing.
But I can live with it."
The rule to keep your mouth shut and never squeal
on a fellow officer exists in police departments across
the country. Sociologist William Wesley, who studied
police secrecy in the 1950s and again in 1970, said that
77 percent of officers interviewed would rather commit
perjury than testify against their partners.
He also reported that not a single officer was willing
to report other officers for unwarranted brutality.
San Jose Police Chief Joseph McNamara's began trying to persuade his officers to stop covering up for each
other seven to eight years ago.
As an example of the turnaround he has achieved.
McNamara cites a current case in which an officer
came forward to report that three of his colleagues had
had sex with an underage girl.
"I think Con Murphy is on the right track by making
a public appeal to the officers professionalism," he
said. "It's- not easy to do, but the officers have to
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perience police work at the
street level. This is 1984
Cornelius P. Murphy
not the 1950's.
Chief of Police
I am proud to be a
San Francisco Police
police officer. I do not like
Department
having to explain, justify
850 Bryant Street
or prove my integrity and
San Francisco, CA 94103 motives for doing this job
to the type of people who
Sir:
thrive on this type of "garbage."
I feel I would be less When Lt. Taylor, speakthan honest with myself if I ing as the head of the Indid not voice my strong ob- ternal Investigation Unit,
jections and total outrage makes such statements to
at the remarks made by Lt. the press, they have a
Taylor of Internal In- strong impact on the
vestigations. If this man public. When in reality, he
has one ounce of respect has given the press new
for his fellow officers, Ifuel to burn down the
would be shocked. His Department's image, as
total irresponsible and in- well as the pride of its ofsensitive remarks are an ficersandfamilies.
insult to any police officer. - . .1 cannot believe --his
Drinking on duty, ac- remarks could have been
c e Pt in g b rib e s, or endorsed by you or any of.
associating with a the Department Chiefs. I
"bookie" has never been a pray that the patrol force
part of mine or any of my has a higher status than
partners' police activities, that of Lt. Taylor's porThese types of accusations trayal in the minds of you
cast an even darker cloud and the rest of your adover our already troubled ministration. Such irDepartment. Public trust responsible actions by a
is everything in this job. ranking officer can only
Lt. Taylor makes us sound slow the healing process
like a den of thieves who and revitalization that this
have sworn an unholy pact Department so badly
with ourselves and the needs.
Devil.
Thank you for your
Maybe it is time for Lt. time.
Taylor to leave the confines of his office and the
Most respectfully,
Hall of Justice and exJ. "Mike" Farnham #35

Club'Names -Outstanding Cops
-

José A. Pons

understand ... they must report these things."
Trueb pointed out that codes of silence exist among
physicians, lawyers and even truck drivers.
McNamara said officers cover up for each other
because "we share danger and we often share abuse
from the public. ... We know we're always open to attack, both physically and professionally. There's a feeling we've got to stick together and trust each other, no
matter what."
San Francisco Park Station Sgt. David Roccaforte,
who trains officers in crowd control, put thefeeling
more succinctly: "We gotta take care of ourselves.
The only friends we got are each other."
And he said that leads to situations where an officer
covers for his partners when he visits a girlfriend, or officers will back each other up when a crime report is
fudged.
Inspector John Willett, a 14-year veteran, admits
that his colleagues might have protected him when he
was overzealous in making arrests. "I remember a Mission Station sergeant telling me I had too many resisters
(suspects charged with resisting arrest) in the wagon
and telling me, "Keep your cool."
Other officers, however, claim the code of silence is
exaggerated. Said Ballentine, "I think the code of
silence has about as much credibility as honor among
thieves They are both myths."

SAN FRANCISCO - Eric Quema and his partner,
Louis Espinda, were honored recently by the Mission
District Kiwanis Club as Outstanding Policemen of the
Year-. The two officers patrol the Mission District in
San Francisco and were chosen for the distinction from
nominees submitted by various watch commanders
from the Mission Station.
Quema, 27, and Espinda have been partners
throughout their short, but full, three and one half
years on the force. They were graduated from the same
Police Academy class.
-Their assignment in the Mission District came "by
choice" at a time when other officers preferred to
transfer out of the area. Quema said gang and lowrider
problems once prevalent in the area have decreased
significantly with stricter law and better enforcement.
He also said his partnership with Espinda, who is
Japanese and Portuguese, "blends well with the people" in their patrol area. "14ot only with the merchants," he said, "but people we arrest are more comfortable with us. The attitude towards us is not hate."
As unusual as it seems, Quema said when he and his
partner encounter on the street, anyone they have
previously arrested, it is not unusual for that person to
walk with them.on their beat. He described the relationship as "friendly."
Quema became interested.in law enforcement while a
high school student. He was a deputy sheriff in the city

for two years before moving to the San Francisco Police
Department. His experience with the Sheriff's Department "primed me for the police department."
He said he believes in the "basics" Of law enforcement - serving the public and the protection of life
and property.
-- During the April awards cerethony, it was announced
that a few days earlier, Quema and Espinda were placed in a situation where they were threatened at gunpoint while serving a warrant. The suspect. whose
girlfriend was the subject of the warrant, barricaded
himself in the house. Quema and Espinda called for
back-up and the conflict was resolved without any
bloodshed.
Quema a native of San Francisco and the son of Ross
Quema, principal of the Filipino Education Center,
and Purita Quema of the San Francisco Unified School
District Intake Center. - He spent three years in the
Philippines as a child and said he can speak some
Tagalog. Bilingual Filipino police officers are needed at
the department, he said.
He and his wife, the former Linda Manalo, have been
married a year and a half and are expecting their first
child in November.
Also honored by the Kiwanis Club was Raymond
Molinari, Fireman of the Year. The awardees were
given plaques and cash awards.
(Reprinted from Phillippines News, May 9, 1984)
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Asian Cops' Valor A warded

MOTHER'S DAY BREAKFAST
If you missed the South of Market Boy's Mothers'
Day Breakfast, you missed one of the biggest Mothers'
Day Breakfast in years, more than 400 people were in
attendance.
There were so many people responsible for this successful event that it is hard to single out every individual
who was involved in making it such as success. Angelo
and Ruth Rolando handled the reservations like the
pros they are, even to a flood of last minute reservations. Leo Sapienza and a number of others took whole
blocks of tables to sell; the Police Officers Association
provided transportation for the 22 elderly ladies from
Laguna Honda Home who were their guest at the
breakfast. Captain Elmer Towle, as usual contributed
towards the purses for each of the ladies and Ernie Lotti
picked the purses up as well as the corsages for each of
the ladies. Si Tashjian contributed the flowers for the
members of the Breakfast Committee.
Karen Sapienza decorated the head tables and along
with her mother Margaret, created individual flowers
for each of the ladies present.
Walter Traverso provided his usual "toe-tapping"
music for the event; while soloist Jim Bogue, the
"Singing Fireman" rendered some stirring music,
especially his rendition of "San Francisco" and "I Left
My Heart in San Francisco" both of which are being
proposed as our local theme song. Jim and his accompanist Francew Simas rendered several other songs
and stirred the audience to sing along with them.
The food was delicious and well served and our
Speaker of the, Day, Supervisor Quentin Kopp was in
good form in his salute to all mothers and the contribution made by women to our past and present in this
country.
All in all, thanks to so many people you might say
that it was really a Mothers' Day to Remember, and
we're sorry for you if you missed this fine event. You
also missed a chance to visit with Senator Tommy
Maloney, who was with his son and daughter-in-law,
grandson Kevin and his wife, as well as John and Helen
Pettit, world travelers and long time active workers in
the South of Market Boys.

SAN FRANCISCO - Two Asian American police
officers were recently given Silver Medals of Valor for
protecting a holiday crowd from an armed and deranged man in Chinatown.
Officers Edward Dare and David Tambara were the
only two given Silver Medals on Thursday, April 26,
when the S.F. Police Commission awarded some 22 officers for bravery.
The two officers were at Portsmouth Square in
Chinatown for the August Moon Festival last
September, when they heard a radio report of a man
nearby threatening passersby with a meat cleaver. (See
Asian Week, 9/29/83.)
Upon arrival at the scene, they found Vo Tuoc
Traung, 33, waving a blade to try to stave off three
kung fu students who had formed a ring around him,
shielding passersby.
The two officers attempted to subdue the man, but
he charged Tambara and then charged Dare with the
blade raised in a striking position. Finally, Dare was
forced to shoot him to death.
Investigators later found threatening letters in the
room where Traung had been staying. Asian Week
learned the man's social worker had been warned
repeatedly that "this guy was mentally off" and should
have been considered dangerous.
Dare, who was born in Chinatown but whose family
moved to the Mission district during his infancy, said
he was especially thankful to people in the Chinatown
community who gave him friendly support after the incident.
"It is in the mind of every police officer to be
prepared for having to kill, but you're never really
prepared," Dare said. "Being in the Community Relations unit of the department, I was afraid I'd get bad
vibes from the community after it happened. But people were real supportive, coming up and asking how I
was doing and if everything was okay."
Tambara, a Sansei who was born in Sacramento, but

(Reprinted From South of Market Journal. May, 1984)

has lived in San Francisco since he was six, has served
on the police force here for eight years and has received
a Commissioners' Commendation.
"But this was a different experience - I never had to
use a gun before. Sure, I've drawn my gun on numerous
occasions when confronting suspects, but I hadn't been
in a situation where somebody got shot to death," he
said.
Tambara, also in the Community Relations unit,
often patrols Japantown or works special events in other
Asian communities with Dare. They worked overtime
the day after the shooting, keeping an eye on things at
the autumn fair at the Japan Center.
Receiving Bronze Medals of Valor were office Victor
Tsang, who raced into a burning apartment building on
Turk Street to rescue sleeping tenants, and Officer
Leslie Chong, who with her partner successfully
disarmed a distraught husband who was threatening
his wife with an automatic pistol.
(Reprinted from Asian Week, May 11, 1984)
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Police Recruit Disarms Knifer
An off-duty San Francisco police recruit jumped off a
Municipal Railway trolley bus yesterday and disarmed
a knife-wielding woman who had stabbed two people.
Dan Gray, 25, was returning from,the beach yesterday morning when he spotted several women struggling
at a bus stop at 26th Avenue and Taraval Street.
Gray said he got off the trolley, grabbed the armed
woman and told her, "Let go of the knife," The Muni
driver called police.
Nancy Szeto, 46, was booked on two counts of aggravated assault. Officer Robert Landucci said she appeared distraught and had threatened to kill U.S. immigration officials.
The victims were identified as Vikching Wong, 50,
and her daughter. Sukyee Chu, 20. Wong was taken to
Mission Emergency Hospital, where she was treated for
minor lacerations of the back and released. Chu, who
suffered minor hand wounds, was treated at the scene.
(Reprint from S.F. Chronicle. March 29. 1984)
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THE STATE OF THINGS
By William Hem by
Legislative Advocate, COPS

uncommon, may make one take umbrage with AB
3616. "Here I am, out there fighting crime and making
the streets, even Redding, safe for upstanding good
Why can't the legislature be like the movies. At least
guys
like Stan, and he goes and tries to take-away my
in the movies, the good guys are always the good guys
earned sick and vacation time."
and the bad guys are always the bad guys. Take for inWell, if you had to award that good guy—bad guy
stance, one legislator, Stan Statham, an upstanding
badge based on these two bills, what would you do?
Republican from Redding.
On February 15th, Statham introduced AB 3130, If you are like me, you would feel that protecting
which makes murder "committed while the defendant your benefits, which in turn makes your job a little
was engaged in or was an accomplice in the commission more palatable, is more important then a possible
murder conviction in a hit-and-miss judicial system.
of, or attempted commission of, or the immediate flight
after committing or attempting to commit child Under those circumstances, poor Stan would lose his
abuse", a special circumstance calling for a first degree good guy badge.
Fortunately, we don't have to make that kind of
murder conviction. judgement, (not at first blush). In our peculiar system
Now, as a cop, you would applaud this legislation.
Putting child molesters who commit murder away for in Sacramento, we can support Stan's murder bill and
good, or sending them to the gas chamber, to me, is a oppose his sick leave/vacation leave take-away legislation.
good idea. Let's make Stan a good guy!
However, when legislators consistently do these funTwo days later, Stan introduces AB 3616. This bill
says that when a cop, or any public safety officer, is ny things to us, they make a mark that is as irrefutable
away from the job on disability leave, he should't ac- as any fingerprint. After a while, all you have to do is
crue sick leave or vacation leave. So, if you are injured read the suject matter of a bill and who the author is
on the job, and can't work for six months, you lose any and, most times, you can tell whether a bill is going to
sick leave or vacation leave that now accrues during help or hurt.
that six months.
I wish they would pass legislation that makes good
Working in a profession where injuries are fairly guys stay good guys, and bad guys stay bad guys. It
prevalent and time off because of those injuries is not would certainly make my life a lot easier.
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San Francisco, California 94123
Telephone 346-3752/567-6044
Complete Auto Service
Foreign and Domestic

===

COMMUNICATIONS COUNSEL
300 MONTGOMERY STREET SUITE 500
SAN FRANCISCO 94104
TELEPHONE (415) 433-3620

DR. KEVIN STARR
III

MeilL.I
anee

(4/ - ls1aurant - 6zterin4

66 TURK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA.

KEVIN STARR ASSOCIATES

la

2936 COLLEGE ave.
BERKELEY
CA 94705
(415) 540-7773

2210 FILLMORE 57
SAN FRANCISCO
CA 94115
(415) 921-2956

288 NOE sI
SAN FRANCISCO
CA 94114
(415) 431-7210

Ratheskeller

600
San

Turk

Street

Francisco,

775-3188

CA
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Working - Nights Can Be Hazard To Your Health
By Cotten Timberlake
Associated Press
Shiftwork can be hazardous to your health, researchers say.
The foremost peril from working nights or rotating
between days and nights seems to be disruption of
sleep.
Other possible dangers include weight gain,
gastrointestinal disorders, higher incidence of injury,
moodiness, marital problems.
And then there are the practical hurdles of shiftwork,
such as the difficulty of getting public transportation to
work at odd hours.
"Numerous studies have associated shiftwork with
sleep problems," said Donald I. Tepas, who directs a
sleep laboratory at the Illinois Institute of Technology
in Chicago, where isis a professor of psychology. "Most
of these people have trouble getting enough sleep."
According to the "chronobiological" theory, shiftworkers have problems sleeping because they attempt
to sleep at the wrong time of the day.
Other scientists beleive shiftworkers sleep less
because of social pressures, Tepas says.
"There's considerable reason for that night worker to
get up early. A lot of things start happening in the
house in the afternoon. Kids come home from school,
dinner is served, the news comes on television," Tepas
said.
"Since sleep is more of a solitary act than most other
behaviors, it is the first to be reduced and reaches some
minimal level almost instantly, given the social time
demands of some shift schedules," he said.
But the result may not be a disturbed sleep but a
more efficient sleep period, he adds.
Studies show that night shiftworkers sleep the least,
and afternoon-evening workers sleep the most, Tepas
says. This is true for both permanent and rotating
workers. Rotators on the night shift shift sleep less than
permanent night workers, he says.
But, acute sleep loss leads to chronic sleep deprivation, then to "microsleeps," or drowsiness, then to
lapses - "periods during which responses aren't
made" - which leads to impaired performance, Tepas
says.
Tepas says impairment is most evident when the
workers' tasks are not self-paced, such as assembly
lines, and says that workers lose the ability to assess
their own performance and the extent of their fatigue.
"Continued chronic sleep deprivation may very well
lead to a variety of health problems... and result in a
general decrease in life expectancy," Tepas said.
Michael J. Colligan, a research psychologist with the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health in
Cincinnati, surveyed 1,219 nurses on permanent day,
afternoon and night shifts, and on rotating schedules to
assess the effects of the shift worked on sick leave and
frequency of worksite clinic visits.
He found that compared with nurses on permanent
shifts, rotators exhibited a significantly higher rate of
clinic visits and took more sick days for serious illnesses.

VIETNAM
RESTAURANT
1002 Potrero St.
San Francisco, CA. 94110

Charles Ehret, a chronobiologist at the Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois and a private consultant,
said: "Shiftwork fatigue is not simple tiredness or simple fatigue of the sort that most workers experience.
Shiftwork fatigue is in fact a transient condition of
mental dysfunction.
"When you reset your body clock from one time to
another, until the body clock is complete reset, it experiences multiple problems.'
He said workers' biological functions are desynchronized, and if they do not resynchronize, that can
lead to neuroses such as depression and manic depression.
"Where the worker isn't handling it well you find
absenteeism, mistakes. They perform bad work and in
the severe condition there are catastrophes," Ehret

said.
Michael J. Thorpy, director of a sleep-wake disorder
center at Montefiori Medical Center in the Bronx,
N.Y., says some shiftworkers complain about feeling irritable, anxious and depressed.
Thorpy says shiftworkers do experience appetite
changes. "It can go either way," he said. "Either people lose weight or gain weight, and usually they put on
weight."
Tepas says shiftworkers have irregular eating habits
that may lead to gastrointestinal disorders.
He says, though, that he has not seen any evidence
indicating that night workers drink or use drugs more
than other workers.
(Reprinted from S.F. Examiner, Mon., June 4, 1984)
San Francisco Police Department
Weekly Vacancy Report-Sworn Personnel

Mcy 29, 1984

Effective Date

Budgeted
Positions

Rank
02 Police Officer
A) Regular Budget

Vacant Positions
Filled Positions ,Cleared For Appointment
Variance
Permanent
Temporary
Temporary
Permanent

1327

-5

13

+15

23

+23

1332

1365

+33

k

k

309

276

-33

214

139

-55

23

77

6

62

-9

3

26

19

4

-3

10

10

.1972

1839

66

-67

1332

(B) Funded by 035 Vacancies
(C)Funded by 050 Vacancies
02 Subtotal

020 Policewomen
035/0380 Inspector
050 Sergeant
060 Lieutenant
080 captain
Exempt (Inc. 083)
TOTAL

7

26

23

Remarks:

Prepared by:

7e1pZi' Approved by:44,vt41..W.4Zt4r.

A607

Rant Star

Rank

#Al2,

YASUKOCHI'S

Haight & Cole Liquors

Sweet Stop

1699 HAIGHT STREET

1790 SUTTER ST., SAN FRANCISCO, PHONE 931-8165

864-4063

Connie Shoes
19 Stockton Street
San Francisco, CA 94108

285-3196

AT COLE

DAN BLUM

235 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

392-5566

982-7852

Bavarian Cycle Works

Iaa
Latin American Groceries
Cream cheese Products
Quezo Cotija Distrib.
5080 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94112

III

at

JAY 'n BEE Club

J(aet

Came Cortada Gusto
Mayoreo y Menudeo

Open
8-A.M. to P.M.

20th Street
San Francisco, CA

586-8787
239.412

NATIONAL
AUTO SUPPLY

648-0518

ABC
k
To 'a ' Q TOWING
STORAGE

90 GOUGH STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94102
PHONE 861-5500

724 BRANNAN
863-2828

Thank You S.F.P.D.

385 8th Street
San Francisco, CA.

863-7255

RdR Meeting Place
2495 Harrison St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
648-1570
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"POLICE OFFICER PARANOIA
TOWARDS L.A. CITIZENS"
(From The Los Angeles Times, March 15, 1982)

A smiling Officer William Boniface of the School
Safety Patrol Detail, San Francisco Police Department,
stands behind the winners in the "Simon Says" Drill
Championship. Displaying their awards, from left to
right: Third Place Winner Miriam Barraza, a 14 year
old 8th grader from St. Anthony's School; Second Place
Winner Cinthia Aglubat, a 14 year old 8th grader from
St. Thomas the Apostle School; and First Place Winner
Stewart Chin, a 13 year old 7th grader from St. Finn
Barr School.
The "Simon Says" competition was held as part of
the School Safety Patrol Review sponsored by the
California State Automobile Association (AAA) in
Golden Gate Park during School Safety Patrol Week
(May 6-12).

PLUmN
ialixFiEn3
SAN FRANCISCO:
Showplace Square
55 Division Street
San Francisco
California 94103
415-864-5093

LAFAYETTE:
Village Green
250 Lafayette Circle
Lafayette
'California 94549

VICTORIA HOW
Union Square

Cable Address - "Victoria"

590 Bush Street, Son Francisco, CA 94108 (415) 392-2540
In California (800) 372-8800
(800) 382-8800

International Travel Center

Travel Consultants for the
International Police Association (IPA)
Region Nine - No. Calif. & Nevada

Regarding your article (FEB 25 1982) "Paranoia in
Police Training Films Seen," in which researchers
criticize some police training films as resulting in officer paranoia towards citizens. The study was nationwide, and the local angle was not well developed.
Perhaps your readers should be aware of some local
perspective on the subject.
In March, 1963, Los Angeles Police officers Karl
Hettinger and Ian Campbell failed to exercise an appropriate degree of "paranoia, " as researchers stated,
when they approached a suspicous vehicle on
Hollywood Blvd. without drawing their guns. We
buried Campbell.
In April, 1970, four California Highway Patrolmen
on the Ridge Route failed to exercise an appropriate
degree of this so-called "paranoia" when stopping a car
containing two more "citizens." All four Patrolmen
were shot to death in the ensuing 90 seconds, setting a
modern day American Record for officer fatalities at
one incident. (One of the suspects later told police that
the reason the suspects had begun shooting is because
the officers approached without their guns drawn and
pointed at them).
In July, 1973, an LAPD motorcycle officer, working
alone in the (then) mostly upper-middle class San Fernando Valley, failed to exercise an appropriate degree
of "paranoia" while stopping a "citizen" for a traffic
violation. The "citizen," armed with a stolen weapon,
in a stolen car, shot and killed the officer.
In February, 1976, an LAPD officer failed to exercise
an appropriate degree of "paranoia" as he walked into
a MacDonald's Restaurant robbery with his gun safely
pointed downward instead of pointed at the people he
saw standing by the safe. They were the last people he
ever saw.
In August, 1979, an LAPD officer failed to exercise
an appropriate degree of "paranoia" when stopping a
"citizen" in a vehicle for reckless driving. The "citizen"
was an armed robber. The officer is dead.
Paranoia? During the past 18 years, 20 LAPD officers have been murdered in the line of duty. In 1980,
assaults with firearms on LAPD officers increased a
staggering 53.8% over 1979; 160 assaults with firearms
were committed, more than any year in recorded LAPD
history. (More than the year of the Wãtts'riots, more
than any of the years of the 'off-the-pig' activities of the
Black Panthers and Weather Underground).
The highest increase in the number of assaults with
deadly weapons against LAPD officers occurred in the
mid to upper-class West Los Angeles area, which had a
680% increase from 5 incidents in 1979, to 34 in 1980).
The crime-ridden South Los Angeles Divisions did not
experience such dramatic percentage increases;
however, they are all ready at the top of the scale, accounting for 174 such assaults in 1980.
The reporting of the researchers' conclusions in your
story suggests a lack of restraint on the part of Police

Officers in dangerous situations. If that were true,
LAPD officers would have shot 528 people in 1980, instead of 3 or 4 dozen, because 528 people attacked
LAPD officers with deadly weapons (including the 160
guns mentioned earlier that year.) There is, in fact, an
assault with a deadly weapon against an LAPD officer
each and every 17 hours, around the clock; but officers
in this City return fire, and wound, or kill their
assailants only once every 9 days. (Figures are from
1980).
The researchers , suggest that police develop
psychiatric help and peer-counseling programs for officers involved in a shooting. That may be a helpful suggestion, for some cities, but your story should have
mentioned that LAPD has both those programs, in addition to removing an officer from street duties for some
time after a shooting.
As for the researchers ideas that citizens need training to know how to act when stopped by Police, you can
thank the American Civil Liberties union 'and other
such organizations, including much of the media, for
fostering in un-sophisticated people the idea that they
however have a "Right to resist the direction of Law Enforcement Officers in the Street. ' ' (Example: "Eulia
Love" and several other (less celebrated) knife-wielding
people would be alive and well today if only they had
put down their knives when first ordered to do so.
Anyone who mouths off or runs or otherwise resists
when an officer orders them to stop, is a fool. It is questionable that anyone who exhibits such a total disrespect for duly constituted Law Enforcement Authority could be trained in how to act when confronted.)
As for the training films mentioned in the article, any
Police agency that fails to aggressively teach Officer
Safety Tactics is asking for a lot of fancy funerals complete with flag-draped coffins, "TAPS," and several
hundred thousands dollars of tax money going to the
survivors of each dead Cop.
The ivory-tower research groups Monday-morningquarter-backing will probably be applauded by someone, sometime (namely people who are looking for
"evidence" to confirm their beilefs that cops are a
bunch of loonies out there with guns and badges). Well,
if researchers out, there in never-never land ever start
meeting violent death by the same rate as do cops,
firemen, liquor store owners, and old ladies carrying
$4.00 in their purse maybe we'll see some real-world
conclusions in these silly, federally funded reports your
newspaper frequently publishes.
If the surviving researchers write a report on the collective deaths of their colleagues, I guarantee they
wouldn't apply the term "paranoia." They would call
their feelings and self protective actions "aggressive
survival instincts," tempered with healthy doses of caution, in the face of obviously increasing danger.
OFCR GREG MEYERS,
LAPD TACTICAL PLANNING SCT.

Travel Arrangements to anywhere in the World
IMPORTANT: To all Police Officers and their families. All your
personal information (names, address, etc.) confidentially maintained.

Ka */a,4 PaI* Co, 5,gc.

Our Agency is completely computerized

AIRLINES - CRUISES -TOURS
HOTELS - EXCHANGES - AUTO RENTAL

Frank Kalafate
Retired S.F.P.D.

Call: (415) 753-6535
or (408) 943-1836

1039 Stockton Stteet, Sin Francisco, California. 714)096
1426 California Street, San Frsiidsco, California •
1626A UNION STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123 • (415) 771-5755

P.O. Box 113, 2966 Diamond St., S.F., Ca 94131 or
2674 No. First St., Ste. 108, San Jose, Ca 95131

Hicks Realty & Mortgage

(415) 647-6886

1699 DOLORES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
We take pride in announcing a new associate in our office:

DARYL LORIN CLEM, Retired SFPD

Waterloo Lounge

IPI GOLD INC.

6221 -Third Street
San Francisco, CA.
468-4577

Great starter home with 3
full bedrooms & 2 baths,
living room with dining
area plus all electric kitchen.

760 MARKET ST.. ' SUITE 900
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102

SAYAD 8 TRIG ERO

4 Northridge
$112,000

IMPORTERS
14 KT. GOLD, SILVER Sc DIAMOND JEWELRY
PH. (415) 421-6176
TLX: 470373 IPUI

Drop by or give Lorin a call for any of your real estate needs!

DALY CITY

DAVID DJAVAHERI
VICE PRESIDENT

GLEN PARK
$144,500
Full 7 room. One block to
BART. Full basement, Listor must accompany all
showings.

One Ecker Place #210
San Francisco, CA. 94105

543-3928

ALL CITY MOVING & STORAGE, INC.
180 QUINT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94124
(415) 282-9240
NT F OR northAmerican VAN IINES

-
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CSAA TRAINING FOR
AUTO MECHANICS
IN SAN FRANCISCO
Help is now available to auto mechanics who repair
the latest technological devices on the new model cars.
The California State Automobile Association (AAA)
is running an "Auto Mechanics Technical Training"
program in San Francisco at the California State
Automobile Association, May 21st through May 24th.
Such innovative devices as electronic ignition and onboard computers have made cars easier and more efficient to operate. Yet some mechanics who might be
highly skilled in other types of car repair work have had
difficulty, until now, finding a training program on
repairing these new components.
As a result of CSAA recognizing this problem and of
garage owners appealing to the AAA-affiliated auto
club to help them overcome this lack of training, the
"Auto Mechanics Technical Training" program was
develolped.
The program consists of four separate classes, running Monday through Thursday evening from 4:00 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m. These class subjects are: Solid State Electronic Ignition; General Motors Computer Control,
Part I and Part II; and Ford Motor Company Computer Control.
The classes will have. "hands-on" instruction. Emphasis will be placed on practical use of the training,
based on manufacturer's information and AAA experience.
Cost for each class is $20.00 per person to help defray
the program expense. Class size is limited to 12
students.

SENATE BILLS 2278 and 1915
ATTEMPT to REGULATE STAFFING AND OPERATION
OF PRIVATE JAILS, DETENTION FACILITIES
AS THEY APPEAR ON CALIFORNIA SCENE
By Senator Robert Presley

Contracting for private correctional facility construction and/or operation is a reality in many jurisdictions
- federal, state and local - and is being contemplated
in many more.
Counties, finding that an ever increasing proportion
of their budgets are going to criminal justice
system /corrections functions, are casting about for
ways to reduce those costs. Contracting looks appealing, because it appears to cost less. But one gets what
one pays for. That's what my Senate Bill 2278 and
Senate Bill 1915 are meant to deal with.
Private contractors can propose less expensive
facilities (such as private jails or detention facilities)
and/or cheaper operations if they:
• pay staff less
• provide fewer or no personnel benefits
• don't spend money to train staff
• provide fewer or no programs
• use buildings which would not meet standards
applicable to local government operations
• don't meet standards
Without SB 2278 there will be no standards applicable to private providers of adult or juvenile correction services or facilities.
SB 2278 protects both counties and private providers
by clearly enumerating standards for hiring and train-

ing of staff, facility design and operation, health and
life safety of inmates and staff and prisoner programs.
It clarifies the role of private providers vis a vis the
county and defines the operational criteria required for
private corrections organizations.
SB 2278 provides for regular inspection of private
facilities by appropriate state agencies to insure ongoing compliance with standards.
It requires that persons employed by private jail providers must meet the same standards as those working
in the county jail. It also forbids the county from cutting staff when it contracts for private providers to provide alternative jail facilities.
Overall, its purpose is to provide the necessary
regulations and standards when they do come. And
based on experience in other-states, and the signs in
California, such facilities are coming, as companies
and other .private providers discover that there can be
profit in operating private correctional facilities.
Nearly 20 states are already negotiating for private
jail facilities. The immigration and Naturalization Service already contracts with a private firm to provide
detention facilities in California.
Senate Bill 1915 will set up standards for private
alcohol rehabilitation facilities and permit courts to
send drunk driving offenders to such facilities to serve
part of their mandatory jail sentences.

PHONE 673-8284

(415) 864-3737
Renegade

4s

The Balloon Lady

LOCKSMITH SERVICE
651 LARKIN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94109

Gail Laghi

1548 Polk St.
San Francisco, CA 94109

Buoyant Bouquets and Gala Events
1287 Howard Street • San Francisco, California 94103

441-8413

bar/restaurant

HEAVENLY OCEAN

U1C h/
Premium
Spirits

CHINESE RESTAURANT
1201 VICENTE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94116

Castle Grand
Brasserie

Good Lunches
6th & Clement
San Francisco

TEL:(41 5) 665-0860

(CLOSED ON TUESDAY)

folsom at 12th street; san francisco
(415) 626-2723

Phone 752-0580

EXCELSIOR
SUPER SHELL

c,Cci c7rattcria

CASTRO

TOWING & ROAD SERVICE
TUNE UP - AIR CONDITIONING
BATTERIES - BRAKES - TIRES
1820 San Jose at Santa Rosa
334-8866
San Francisco, CA 94112
333-2261

CAFE
&sluroin'e %t=01
1507 Polk Street
San Francisco, California
771-6363

484 CASTRO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
621-2125

LA VICTORIA
MEXICAN GROCERY
BAKERY
RESTAURANT
2937 - 24th ST. (BAKERY/GROCERY)
1215 ALABAMA (RESTAURANT)

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

SONITROL
security, systems

550-9292 (BAKERY & GROCERY)
550-9309 (RESTAURANT)

Sonitrol of San Francisco Ltd.

351 Eighth Street, San Francisco, California 94103

647-3334
Fresh bagels
7 days a week
'Only

the best'

3872-a 24thSt. S.E,CA94B4

552-9700

Attention all business owners, corporations and residents. There are a great many
security system specialists throughout the Bay Area. However, there is something
that sets Sonitrol Security Systems apart and that's why police respond to their calls
far more effectively.
j
Sonitrol has earned an outstanding reputation because of a very low percentage of
false alarms. Sonitrol Systems are unique because they use a "live sound activated
monitoring system that's computerized for effectiveness. This means if a noise is
made at your premises, like a smashed window, the police arrive within minutes.
L Sonitrol Is known for their integrity and reliability. Call now.
Sonitrol works closely with law enforcement agencies and would like to take this
opportunity to thank them for their support.
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"Wish Upon A Star"
June 5, 1984.
Al Casciato, President
San Francisco Police
Officers Assoc.
510 7th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Dear Mr. Casciato:
As secretary of the San
Jose Police Benevolent
Association, I am asking
for your organization's endorsement of "California
Law Enforcement's Wish
Upon a Star Program."
Our Benevolent Association recently became the
first supporting member of
Wish Upon a Star and,
thus far, the program has
been endorsed by the
Visalia Police Department, the Tulare County
Sheriff's Office, and Chief
McNamara and the San
Jose Police Department, as
well as our organization.
Wish Upon a Star was
formed in March 1982 by
members of the Visalia
Police Department. The
program grants wishes to
terminally ill children
whose parents or guardians are financially
distressed by medical bills.
At first, funding wss obtained by "passing the
hat" around the Visalia
P.D. Then the Visalia City
Council presented Wish
Upon a Star with a onetime grant of $20,000.
Since then, the program
has continued to grow, and

more terminally ill
children and their families
have been helped. Wishes
have ranged from trips to
Disneyland, a meeting for
one child with the players
of the S.F. 49ers, and
another child was given the
opportunity to visit
relatives in Baja, CA. In
one recent case, the child's
wish was to be with daddy.
As a result, the program
picked up two weeks salary
for the father, enabling
him to stay home with his
child: before the youngster
passed away.
I am enclosing a tabloid
that explains the program
in greater detail. It was
published when Wish
Upon a Star was supported
solely by members of the
Visalia Police Department, before our
Benevolent Association
became involved.
At this year's annual
California Juvenile Officers Association meeting,
held in Sacramento in
March, Wish Upon a Star
received the Distinguished
Service Award from the
California Youth Authority.
This is how my
organization became involved:. Our Benevolent
Association sponsors a circus every year, and each
year we have donated a
portion of the proceeds to
charity. In past years,
we've been solicited by
various charities in the San

Jose area for our annual
circus donation. This year,
we decided to focus in on
one cause we could help
support on an on-going
basis. We feel very fortunate to have discovered
Wish Upon a Star.
Our Board of Directors
subsequently met with
Maureen Logan, Executive
Director of Wish Upon a
Star. Maureen is a civilian
who works under contract
with the Visalia Police
Department's Crime
Prevention Unit.
Until our joint meeting,
Wish Upon a Star was
organized as a "trust."
After meeting with our
Board, Maureen met with
her Board of Directors and
the decision was made to
enlarge the program by incorporating and renaming
it California Law Enforcement's Wish Upon a Star
program. By doing so, a
much larger number of
children and their families
will benefit from the program.
I am helping Maureen
obtain endorsements from
law enforcement agencies
and their employee
organizations such as your
association. We are not
asking that you support
Wish Upon a Star on a
financial basis, although
any donations from your
organization would certainly be appreciated.
In our letters seeking endorsements from the

*
_
)TI "JJX
FASHIONS

L&S FASHION,
918 B. GRANT AVENUE, S.F.
TEL: (415) 986-8786
19 iL —)jJB*W

MICHAEL
MILLER
INSURANCE
_aadi 41&
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HE'S OUR SFPOA INSURANCE
REPRESENTATIVE

11111b

WE CAN OFFER YOU SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS ON YOUR
PERSONAL INSURANCE NEEDS

LIFE • HOME • AUTO
• BUSINESS
• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR NON-SMOKERS & GOOD DRIVERS.

383-7546
Farmers Insurance Group
Fast * Fair * Friendly Service

Chiefs and Sheriffs of Northern California, we have
asked that we be given the
name of a contact person
within each agency who
can coordinate any wishes
made in each particular
jurisdiction. For example,
a young child in Fremont
had a wish for nothing
more than a video game.
As a result, the Fremont
Police Department was
contacted, a check was
sent to cover the cost of an
Intellivision video game,
and Fremont officers purchased and delivered it to
the ill child on behalf of
Wish Upon a Star.
Within the next few
months we hope to have
endorsements from all the
major law enforcement
agencies and their respective employee organizations in Northern California.
I explained the program
to my Chief, Joe
McNamara, and he has officially endorsed the program on behalf of the San
Jose Police Department.
We are hoping that your
association will also see fit
to endorse Wish Upon a
Star.
If I or Maureen can
answer any questions or
concerns you may have,
please feel free to contact
us. I can be rached during
the day at the San Jose
Police Department, (408)
277-4290, and Maureen
can be contacted at the
Visalia Police Department, (209) 625.6370.
Thank you,
Officer Bill Mattos,
Secretary
San Jose Police
Benevolent Assoc.

Thanks
May 30, 1984
Police Officers Association
510 - 7th Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94103
Gentlemen:
Your contribution to the
Friends of Kopp Committee is very much appreciated and has enabled
the Committee to produce
another newsletter, a copy
of which is enclosed.
Thank you very much
for your generous
response.
You may be assured that
I shall continue to provide
the very highest standard
of leadership in regard to
public policy issues which
will shape the future of
San Francisco and the Bay

Area. I am grateful for Foreign
your manifest expression
of confidence in my ability Correspondence
to do so.
Sincerely yours, David Lee Donachie
Quentin L. Kopp 39 Labumum Road
Worsley M285-EL
Làncs. England

Thanks

Dear Sir,
I am writing to you
regarding corresponding*
San Francisco Police
with a serving police ofOfficers Assoc.
ficers male/female with
Mr. Al Casciato
your Police Department
510 - 7th Street
(*penfriend)
San Francisco, CA 94103
I am a 24 year old police
officer with a Lancs Police
Dear Mr. Casciato:
On behalf of the Of- Force in England. I have
ficers and Executive Board been a police officer for
along with the young five years.
members of the San Fran- I am interested in most
cisco Bay Area Council, sports and play a variety of
Boy Scouts of America, I them. I am interested in all
want to express our sincere types of music.
appreciation to you and I would appreciate any
San Francisco Police Of- replies and all would be
ficers Assoc. for the answered.
I now look forward to
generous Sustaining
Membership gift to any replies.
Scouting of $1,000.00.
Yours sincerely,
We are indeed grateful
David L. Donachie
to you for this support to
Scouting in this Council,
and assure you that we
shall arrive to continue to
warrant this confidence Pride's
that you and San Fran- Confidence
cisco Police Officers
Assoc. have placed in the
effectiveness of the June 5, 1984
Scouting program. Your
gift is important to uor ef- Letter To The Editor:
The San Francisco
forts to Inner-City youth.
With many thanks and POLICEMAN
510 7th Street
good wishes,
San Francisco. CA 9410
Sincerely,
Nick W. Stamos
The Big Democratic
Council Executive Convention is just around
the corner, and the world
Thanks
will be watching how San
Francisco's Police DepartCommunity Service Fund
ment will handle such a
As an Advisory Board of momentous event. I
Directors member of the predict that we will all be
S.F. Special Olympics, I proud. I know so many of
would once again like to the Officers and know how
extend my thanks to all of well they care about all
you on the Community that is good for our great
Service Fund. Your city on the bay. Having
generous donation of worked with them with the
$2,000 was deeply ap- District Attorney for some
preciated for the '84 Cen- years prior to coming to
turion Charity Bowl. San the City Attorney's Office,
Francisco Special Olym- I grew up with many of
pics is a wonderful them. They will make us
organization for some real all proud and keep the
"special" individuals. I peace. If is very important
can assure you that your that we make it a team efcontribution will be used fort, and the community as
entirely for the growth and a whole assist in every way
welfare of those Special that those who will be comOlympians representing ing from all over the counour City of San Francisco.
try and many parts of the
globe can safely say that
Sincerely, this is a safe and caring ciOfficer Bob Del Torre ty.
Chairman '84 Centurion
Marvin-Michele
Charity Bowl
Le Grier, II
May 3, 1984

SPECIAL AUTO PURCHASE PLAN

WALLY MOONEY
Still offering FLEET RATES to individual
S.F. Policemen. Use GM FINANCING or
your SFPD Credit Union.
CALL WALLY MOONEY AT 673-9100
Van Ness
OLDSMOBILE—GMC TRUCKS
1700 VAN NESS (Corner Sacramento) S.F.
(Parking Van Ness side - Service Department)

Sgt.'s Exam

May 7, 1984

June 8, 1984

Mr. Jack Ballentine
San Francisco Police
Officer's Association
510 Seventh Street
San Francisco, California
94,103

Ronald Reagan
President
United States of America
Washington, D.C.

Uniform Assistance
May 30, 1984
-

LETTERS

Thanks

Dear Mr. Ballentine:
On behalf of the
members of the Board of
Directors of the Northern
California Chapter, National Multiple Sclerosis
Society and the many persons coping with multiple
sclerosis in our area, I wish
to express sincere appreciation to the San Francisco Police Officer's
Association.
Our work in the field of
MS research, education
and program services is
supported entirely by the
community. Concerned individuals and organizations enable our Chapter
to continue to provide
these much needed services to MS persons and
their families.
Unfortunately, I was
unable to attend the
Association's Press Club
fund raising event due to a
brief stay in the hospital.
However, I gather the
evening was thoroughly enjoyable and successful.
Please express our feelings of gratitude to the
many persons who worked
to make the evening a success.
Yours sincerely,
Robert B. Leet
President

Mr. Robert Tecco
Director of Purchasing
City & County of
San Francisco
City Hall - Room #286
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Mr. Tecco:
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you
and your entire staff and,
in particular, Mr. James
Breslin and Mr. Richard
Kimball for the effort that
was made to correct the
problems the Police
Department was experiencing with their clothing
contract and distribution.
As chairman of the
Uniform and Safety Committee for the Police Officers' Association, I have
worked with, and kept in
constant contact with
members of the Police
Department's Planning
and Research section in
regards to this particular
problem, and I would like
to acknowledge and applaud the efforts of all parties involved in effecting
the necessary changes to
the problems as they existed.
Thank you very much
for taking such responsible
action in regards to this
matter.
Sincerely,
Officer Dave Herman,
Chairman
Uniform & Safety.
Committee
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Sir,
I respectfully submit the
following situation to you
in the hope that you might
help rectify the inequities
involved and bring it to a
fair conclusion. But first a
little about myself.
In the past I have been a
loyal supporter of yours
and the Republican Party
in both time and money, I
am currently on the board
of directors for both the
San Francisco Police Officers Association and the
Hibernian Newman Club
of San Francisco, and am
now a candidate for a
Sergeants position in the
S.F.P.D.
The problem lies in the
promotional practices of
the City and County of San
Francisco. After waiting 8
years to take a promotional exam and having my
seniority and veterans
points taken away in the
interest of minority justice
the City administered a
Sergeants and Lieutenants
promotional examinations
and indicated exactly how
the tests would be administered and the different phases weighted.
Seems fair, everyone having an equal chance for the
positions open. Not quite,
after the test, "game" was
over the City changed the
rules so only the desired individuals would be allowed
the open positions,
somewhat upsetting to
those persons who studied
up to 2 (two) years for what
they believed would be a
fair test.
Mr. President, this is
where you come in! The
Department of Justice now
decides that minorities
rights have been violated
because they did not do
well on the test, although
they were given the same if
not better advantages. But
wait only some minorities
feel slighted. Women,
Asians, Hispanics are all
happy with the results but
not Miss Saisberry nor Mr.
Rosen attorneys who
receive monies for creating
havoc in situations like
these. Well, as everyone
knows the Democratic
convention is coming to
San Francisco soon and
word has it that we the
candidates for Sergeant
and Lieutenants are going
to be the pawns so your administration can embarrass the Democrats. Great,
but we don't like it and
won't stand for this type of
political embarrassment at
our expense. We have
already taken great steps
to embarrass Mayor Feinstein into taking a position
of non discriminatory action and expect to get national coverage in both the
press and TV.
To date I have been
unable to support your reelection because of the
issues mentioned above,
and am involved in a

then there appears to be no reverse discrimination.
hope for any agency in San Because only 10% of the
minorities passed the writFrancisco.
How do I explain to my ten examination, the restudents of all races and quirements were lowered
creeds that if they study, after the examination was
work hard and make an given so that more
honest effort they will minorities could pass.
achieve promotion and What an intolerable act!
Many white officers who
success in their chosen
had
high scores in the exprofession? How do we
keep faith with these amination were passed
over and were not proyoung people?
Police Officers must be moted to make room for
promoted because they are minorities with low scores.
competent to carry out the All persons should have
functions and tasks the same opportunity in a
Sgt's. Exam
promotional examination
Jayne B. Smith demanded by the parJune 7, 1984
P.O. Box 1225 ticular ranks for which they regardless of race, color or
Boyes Hot Springs, CA are competing. We must creed. This examination
To The Editor
was disgustingly unjust.
have some standards.
San Francisco Examiner
We do not want a
Without - a doubt this
Sgt.'s Exam.
decision will contribute to second-rate Police DepartAs the wife of a San Now I've heard of the proliferation of ment with low morale, but
Francisco police officer, I everything! No frills millions of dollars in that will be the result if
ponder with disbelief the flights! No-nonsense pan- lawsuits against the City these test results are allowdecision by the Civil Ser- tyhose! And finally, no- and County of San Franed to stand just so the City
vice Commission regarding brain Sergeants and In- cisco. It will also result in can hire less competent
the scoring of the recently spectors! I feel that a 50- San Francisco losing well minorities.
completed promotional 55% cutoff score for pass-, qualified officers who will
The City Attorney and
tests for Sergeants and ing the knowledge portion seek a career in law enthe Civil Service CommisAssistant Inspectors. My of the exam is ludicrous. A forcement elsewhere.
sion should show some
husband sacrificed a year 60% cutoff score for passIf this decision is not backbone and stand up to
of his life, as did many ing the written corn- corrected, the citizens of the Federal Justice Departother fine officers, to study munications skills portion San Francisco and the ment in this matter. If
for these exams. He was of is unbelievable. Most of Police Department will pay they lack the courage
the impression that all, it is down right idiotic the price of this action for perhaps the Mayor and
sacrifices had to be made to create a promotional list many years to come.
other elected officials and
in order to better himself. based solely upon a 30
civic leaders should give
My husband is a proud minute oral interview,
Sincerely, them a little shove. This
man, and night after especially when 10 minutes
Lawrence R. Lawson entire situation is sickennight, month after month, of it was spent on the abiliAdministration of ing, disgraceful and an
family, friends and even ty of one to read from a
Justice Instructor outright insult to the
his marriage were often ig- piece of paper.
City College of Police Officers who come
nored. I sat by quietly, The rules were recently
San Francisco up the hard way, study
often hurting but giving decided at a Civil Service
diligently for a promotion
support. I believed in his Commission meeting, and Sgt.'s Exam
and then, after passing it
abilities and knew that our backed by the City Atwith
a high score, must
June 8, 1984
sacrifices would be reward- torney's Office and the
lose their promotion
ed when he passed his U.S. Department of
because they are white.
Letters to the Editor
tests. Now that the Civil Justice. I certainly hope
I know many others in
San Francisco Examiner
Service Commission has these people realize what
this City are as outraged
110 Fifth Street
slapped the face of all they maybe liable for. I
about this matter as I. I
San Francisco, CA 94105
police officers who studied surely do!
urge them to get on the
for the promotional tests, Imagine a Sergeant or
phone and call City Hall
Reverse Discrimination
as well as their families Inspector that is not reand send in letters to start
who sacrificed along with quired to have any job Dear Editor:
the ball rolling to reverse
The recent change in the
them, I can no longer re- knowledge or writing
this repugnant injustice.
main quiet.
skills; one that can only written portion of- the
.
Harry J. Aleo
Police Promotional ExBecause an insufficient read and B.S.
#2
Forest
Side Avenue
amination
by
the
Civil
Sernumber of minorities passStephen P. Mroz
San
Francisco
vice
Commission
is
blatant
ed the written phases of
Mission Station
the exams, the Civil Service Commission has
Sgt.'s Exam
decided to discard these
portions of the tests. It June 8, 1984
should be pointed out that Editor
it was these portions of the San Francisco Examiner
tests which measured 110 Fifth Street
knowledge and writing San Francisco, CA 94103
skills. I guess we are to
believe them, that the Civil Editor
Service Commission is ad- San Francicso Chronicle
vocating promoting to Fifth and Mission Streets
Sergeant and Assistant in- San Francisco, CA 94103
spector, police officers who
lack incentive and For the past twenty-five
knowledge and who cannot years as a teacher in the
write. Wise indeed! I field of administration of
wonder if these same Civil justice I have fought
Service Commissioners against discrimination and
would go to a doctor who injustice. This is why I
flunked out of medical must now speak out
school, or hire an attorney against the ruling by the
who could not pass the Civil Service Commission
State Bar exam? I think that in essence eliminated
not. With these portions of the two written cornthe tests discarded, we are ponents of the San Franleft only with the oral in- cisco Police Department's
terview phase to grade and Sergeant's examination.
from which to pick sue- This ranks as one of the
cessful candidates for pro- most prejudicial actions
motion. This phase of the against a group that I have
test can be described as witnessed. When will we
learn that another injustice
subjective at best.
Financing Available
It is time to realize that does not correct a past acpast discrimination cannot tion If the City and their
be corrected with new elected officials allow the
1007 Tennessee St.
discrimination. To Civil Service Commission
San Francisco, CA. 94107
penalize those who studied to change a test grading
hard, made sacrifices, and system after the test is
demonstrated a desire to given to benefit any group,

similar campaign to take
the same action against
you that we are taking
against the mayor, unless
the discriminatory that
your administration is
backing is discontinued.
I doubt that you will
ever see this letter but I
hope your staff is as competent as they have appeared over the past 3 and
one half years.
Respectfully Submitted,
Terence M. Collins

better themselves and the
police department is
ludicrous. To sacrifice the
most qualified candidates
for the sake of adopting a
list which is color coded to
the proper proportions is
insane. The people of San
Francisco are paying for
and deserve the best supervisory officers within their
police department.
Thanks to the Civil Service
Commissions recent decision, they will not get the
best.

leisure
life

of San Francisco

(415)
648-0509
Energy
Efficient
Portable
Spas

GAZEBOS
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SFPOA SPONSORED INSURANCE PLANS
ACCIDENTAL DEATH & DISMEMBERMENT
INSURANCE* (Paid by Member, through Payroll
Deduction)

unless enrolled prior to October 1, 1983

This is your Association Group Insurance Plan(s).
The BASIC TERM PLAN is automatically furnished by
your Association. The GROUP, ADDITIONAL
GROUP, AD&D are encouraged by your Association
and are available through easy, monthly Payroll Deductions.
1. BASIC TERM LIFE INSURANCE* (Paid by
Association)
$2,500. for each active Association Member
*Terminates upon retirement from Active Police
duties.
2. GROUP TERM LIFE INSURANCE (Paid by
Member, through Payroll Deduction)
Amount of
Member's Age
Benefit
Under Age 40
$25,000
Age 40-49
$15,000
$3.82 Per Pay Period
Age 50-64
$10,000
$3,500
Age 65 & Over
*Life insurance benefits shall terminate at age 70,

Insurance for Dependents
Spouse**
Children:
14 days to 6 Months
6 Months to 19 Years

Each Member, regardless of Age $10,000. Benefit
Amount
$.46 Per Pay Period
*Benefits shall terminate at age 70, unless enrolled
prior to October 1, 1983.

$2,500
$100
$1,000

**Spouse term life benefits terminate at age 70
This is a brief description of coverages only. This is
not a contract. For brochures with further description of coverages, please call the Association office.

ADDITIONAL GROUP TERM LIFE INURANCE* (Paid by Member, through Payroll
Deduction)

Editor's Note: There are several important reasons
for each and every POA member to fill out and send in
the beneficiary card: (1) The basic coverage is already
paid for by your Association dues. (2) Prevent confusion and delay in payment of the correct beneficiaries.
(3) Policies don't even require a physical.

Each Member, regardless of Age $5,000 Benefit
Amount
$1.50 Per Pay Period
*Life Insurance benefits shall terminate at age 70,
unless enrolled prior to October 1, 1983.

r----------------------------------------------1I
PLEASE FILL OUT THE BELOW DISPLAYED FORM AND RETURN IT TO YOUR ASSOCIATION OFFICE

I

SFPOA-INA ENROLLMENT AND BENEFICIARY CARD
PRINT OR TYPE
Your
Name

I

Your
Birthday

Last

First

Your Social Security Number[]

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

DM
Sex fl F

Middle Initial

LI LI - LI LI - [II [iLl LI
I
I
I

Beneficiary
ACTIVE MEMBERS ONLY
Please enroll me in the following plans:
1. LI Basic Life—$2,500 benefit—paid by the Association
ACTIVE MEMBERS, OR MEMBERS WHO RETIRED AFTER 10/1/83
2. LI Group Term Life—$25,000 (see schedule) sign payroll deducation and enrollment cards
3. LI Additional Group Term Life $5,000—sign payroll deduction and enrollment cards
4. LI Accidental death and dismemberment—s 10,000—sign payroll deduction and enrollment cards
LI

I need Payroll Deduction Cards, please forward.

LI

I have read the information above and do not wish to enroll

I
I
I
I
I
•.

I

Your signature
Date
I----------------------------------------------Where are your cards? Those members listed below have not filled out their beneficiary cards. This must be
done to guarantee your designated beneficiary will receive her/his benefit amount.

HAVE NOT RETURNED SIGNED BENEFICIARY CARDS
Doc. 0278t - Updated 5/31/84
Adams
Aitchison
Alf aro
Arietta
Armour
Ashe
Bailey Jr.
Baker
Balestreri
Ballard
Banas
Banks Jr.
Baptiste
Bardoni
Barrington
Barry
Bell
Bell
Bell
BellBenner
Bernardi
Biel
Bilbao
Bill
Block
Bolander
Bonif ace
Bonnel
Bosch
Bowman
Boyd
Brandol mo
Braun
Brophy
Brown
Brown
Bruneman
Bullard
Burkley

I
I
I

Anna A.
Robert
Alexander
William A.
Timothy E.
Marsha P.
James C.
David
Peter A.
Mark A.
William J.
Tyree E.
Vivian A.
David P.
Robert
Jeffrey A.
Denny R.
Jerrell S.
Leonard C.
Theodore A.
Alan W.
Allan J.
Michael J.
Felix J.
Phillip 0.
Michael S.
Steven J.
William F.
Dennis P.
James G.
David J.
Michael J.
Craig M.
Richard J.
Timothy
Betty L.
Kelvin R.
Kurt J.
Robert L.
Michael D.

Bywater
Cairns
Calgaro
Calkin
Callejas
Camilleri
Canaan
Can-ion
Cardenas
Cassanego
Castagnol a
Castillo
Castro
Cavanaugh
Cazahous
Cesari
Chan
Chang
Chen
Ching
Chong
Chow
Christie
Cima
Clark
Cleary
Cl e men sen
Clyburn
Coley
Collins
Collins'
Co nd e nc i a
Conger
Conley
Corrales
Costanzi
Costanzo
Cowhig
Crawford
Crenshaw

Thomas D.
Richard J.
Gerry
Donald R.
Edgar J.
Larry J.
Peter L.
Basil J.
Mel
Louis A.
Matthew
Robert A.
Rosemary
Michael J.
Ann
Michael G.
Michael D.
Gilbert
Linda S.
Kyle K.
Leslie L.
Calvin. F.
Stephen
George B.
Jeffrey M.
Thomas P.
John C.
Donald
Eddie L.
Charles M.
Lone A.
Donald
Arthur L.
William C.
Maria
Edward W.
Dennis M.
Michael P.
Thomas A.
Kitt E.

I

Crisp
Crowley
Cunni e
Cunningham
Dahlberg
Dalton
David
Davis
Day
DeFil ippo
DeLaCerda
Debrunner
Dedet
Deely
Deinhart
Delagnes
Delahunty
Delgadillo
Dell Agostino
Dempsey
Detimofeev
Devlin
Dickey
Domer
Donnelly
Donovan
Donsbach
Dower
Dowling
Downs
Drago
Dryden Jr.
Duane
Dubour
Dullea
Dunnigan
Duran
Edmonds
Elbert Jr.
Estimada
Faingold
Fazz io
Ferguson
Fernandez
Flannery
Flores
FObbs
Fogarty
Folena
Fong
FongFontana
Forristal
Foster
Foster
Fountaine
Franks
Frediani
Frost
Fuiwood
Furusho
Galande
Gallagher
Gamble
Garcia
Garcia
Gardner
Gamier
Garriott
Garrity III.
Gau
Ge r a ty
Ghiselli
Gi lford

Fred C.
Gerald A.
Christopher
Lloyd W.
Lee J.
Richard A.
Sylvia V.
Bob C.
Darold D.
Jerome
Alfred
Kenneth
Daniel
James T.
Darcy L.
Gary P.
Brian P.
Mario J.
Richard A.
Timothy W.
Paul J.
Denis A.
Corbett
Ralph E.
David E.
Jerry C.
Robert W.
Michael J.
Curtis
Philip J.
James E.
Robert
Richard R.
Lorin R.
Edward B.
Mary K.
Luis
Steve L.
Hugh
Danilo G.
David A.
Christy
Summerfield E.
Pedro L.
Randy S.
Severo N.
Arthur
Clifton F.
Michael M.
Byron K.
Jonathan M.
David L.
Mark K.
Kenneth H.
Sally A.
Tonii D.
Deborah E.
Bruce F.
Lawrence D.
John
Michael J.
Ricardo L.
Daniel A.
Richard M.
Henry A.
William M.
Matthew M.
Lester E.
Willis G.
John J.
Frank W.
John C.
Glen J.
Rotea
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Gin
Gin
Glickman
Gossman
Gotchet
Gray
Greenlaw
Gregory
Griffin
Griffin
Guerra
Guerrero
Guglielmoni
Guinasso
Haggett
Haight
Hall
Hall
Hall.aji
Hamilton
Hamilton
Hamilton
Hance
Hanley
Hansen
Harbor
Ha rg ens
Harper
Hawthorne
Heller
Henry
Herndon
Hession, Jr.
Hogue
Holland
Horn
Horn
Horn
Householder
Howell
Huegle
Hugo
Hutzler
Ihie
• lonin
Iracki
Jackson
Jackson
Jackson
- Jamison
Jean
Jeong
-, Jimenez
Johnson
Jones
Jow
Joyce
Kalinen
Karp
Keenan
Kelley
• Kelly
Kemmitt
Keohane
Killough
Kilmer
Kirk
Knoepf ler
Kocher
Koenig
Komarchuk
Kozel
Krakowski
Kranc i
Krikoriantz
Kuwabara
Lacampagne
Lagarej Os
Lankford
Lassus
Laubach
Lawrence

Lawson
David
Daniel L.
Leach
Robert E.
James E.
Lee
Steve H.
Frank E.
Lee
Paul D.
John P.
Kevin M.
Lee
Kenwade
Freddye
Lee
Michael P.
Jeffrey C.
Lee
Rodney C.
Terry A.
Lee
Stanley K.
James L.
Lee, Jr.
Philip J.
Thomas J.
Lee, Jr.
Tom P.
Nicanor E.
Lennon
Michael
James S.
Leung
Robert K.
Lew
George
Jimmie H.
Lewin
Paul E.
Rex
Link
John A.
Robert
Lofgren
Ronald M.
Charles W.
Lopez
Edwin J.
Danny L.
Lovell
Bruce D.
Kevin L.
Lozano
George A.
Linda M.
Ludlow
Luis W.
James E.
Luenow Jr.
Michael D.
Allyn
Lu i
Samuel G.
Kenneth S.
Lumsey Daniel J.
Debra L.
Frank B.
Lutticken
Matthew J.
Chaties E.
Lyons
Douglas
Mark S.
MacAulay
Yvonne L.
Bruce S.
MacDonald
Richard E.
Lawrence
MacKenzie
Sylvia
Justin
Madden
Mark R.
Charles W.
Mahoney
Richard H.
Paul F.
Makavecka s
Leroy
George R.
Malim
William
Robert L.
Mangosing
Joseph M.
Albert N.
Maracci
Lynette A.
Steve R.
Marques
Jeremiah
Daniel G.
Marr
Jordan K.
Dennis
Martel
Richard A.
Peter H.
Martin
Wayne
Richard J.
Martin
David J.
Samuel
.Martin Jr.
Scott E.
Martinovich David
George R.
Mathis
Kenneth J.
Roger
John R.
Steven L.
Mat Ui ay
Michael D.
Maxwell
Walter M.
Daniel J.
May
Peter P.
Benjamin
Paul M.
• McAlister
Michael D.
McCarthy
Ivan W.
Angela A.
McClure
Marion D.
Mark J.
Sheila D.
McDonough
Frank
McKee Jr.
Michael
David
McLaughlin
James S.
Peter D.
McLaughlin
Leonard G.
Gary P.
Melanson
Glendon A.
Anthony H.
Francisco
Mendez
Stephen
Robert
Merino
Kevin G.
Susan
Meyer
Denis
Mignola
Joseph
Eugene E.
Leanora
Militello
Robert J.
Rachel A.
Miller
John A.
Roger D.
Minkel
Robert E.
Ray C.
Minkel
William J.
Lawrence E.
Minkel
Mark E.
Michael P.
Mino
Jimmy S.
Charles J.
Miranda
Michael A.
Jack
Mitchell
Frederick D. Miyagishima Patrick H.
Henry L.
Mohrman
Eugene T.
Richard D.
Moore
Robert F.
Randall P.
Donald N.
Moorehouse
Raymond A.
Juan L.
Morales
Genady
Michael J.
Moran
Michael D.
Peter
Morley
Linda A.
Les D.
Morris
Perry
David W.
Morris
Ronald
D.
Natalie
Morrison
Patrick
F.
Craig A.
Mullins
Daniel
J.
Murphy
Janet M.
Murphy
James J.
Mark G.
John F.
Murphy
Jerry
John F.
Mur; hy
James
Murphy
Michael R.
Terence
Murphy
Patrick E.
Edwin B.

Murphy
Myrick
Nakani shi
Nannery
Nassberg
Neufeld
Ne v in
Norris
Norris
Novak
Nutting
O'Leary
O'Mahoney
O'Neill
Olcomendy
Otis
Ottone
Overend
Paco
Paganucci
Paige
Parent i
Pawsey
Payne
Pe d a
Pe 1 nad o
Penrose
Pera
Perdue
Perez
Perez
Perkins
Perrone
Peterson
Petrie
Petrie
Pezzulich
Pinosky
Piol
Pollitt
Ponce
Powell
Powers
Props c
Puccinelli
Pulvirenti
Puts
Quon
Radosevich
Ramirez
Ramirez
Ramlan
Ramos
Ramos
Rapagnani
Ray
Regalia
Reid
Renehan
Repe.to
Reynolds
Ribeiro
Rios
Rist
Ritter
Rivera
Roberts
Robinson
Rochl in
Rodgers
Rogers
Roifres
Roth
Ryan
Ryan
Ryan
Salvador
San Pietro
Sanchez
Sandstrom
Sarin
Schmolke

William W.
Jessee
Rod M.
Joseph P.
Nancy Lee
Craig S.
Michael D.
Dennis M.
Paula A.
Lawrence S
Calvin
Denis F.
Andrew
Michael F.
Brian D.
Duane
Marlene C.
Paula A.
Robert
George S.
John S.
John F.
Michael
Robert I.
Frank C.
Jess M.
Paul E.
Michael G.
Thomas E.
Lucio A.
Matthew
Darryl S.
Joseph H.
Robert L.
James M.
William L
Bruno G.
Walter
Larry A.
Dave A.
Raoul A.
Bruce 0.
Jean J.
John S.
Michael
Anthony
Robert J.
Steve B.
Randolph I.
Donald R.
Gerald A.
Laurence
Robert M.
Roy M.
Reno L.
Ronald G.
Michael
Darby J.
Richard W.
Vincent P.
Ronald E.
Robert J.
David
Stephen D.
Lloyd A.
Michael
Adele M.
John P.
Earl
Jack K.
Robert H.
Andrew A.
Jeffrey
Frank M.
Lawrence
Robert J.
Jerry A.
Kandy A.
Kenneth V.
Kenneth
Jerry M.
John R.

Schreck
Scott II
Shaw
Sheehan
Sheehan
Shine
Silas
Sinanian
Slade
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smoot
Solomon
Soulette
Sp i kene r
Spranger
Springer
Stasko
Strom
Strong
Sug rue
Suhr
Sullivan
Swendsen
Swend sen
Tawney
Taylor
Tennenbaum
Terrero
Thieu
Thiffault
Thompson
Thompson
Toland
Tom
Tomasel lo
Tong
Tong
Toomey
Toy
Traversaro
Travis
Tunimarel lo
Tuttleman
Va go
Van Laak
Velasquez
Vernal i
Verzosa
Vigil
Vitali
Walker
Wallace
Walsh
Warne
Way
Welsh
West
Whalen
Whitlock
Whitman
Wilihoite
Williams
Williams
Wi ttcop
Wohier
Wolf
Wong
Woo
Woo
Woods
Yarnon, Jr.
Yee
Yip
Zimmerman
Zografos

George W.
William H.
Bernard L.
David W.
Vincent M.
Raymond A.
Kervin L.
Alexander F.
Michael B.
Steven T.
Vernon E.
Wayne J.
David M.
Lynn J.
Mark G.
Harry A.
Arlana P.
Stephen A.
Robert C.
George S.
Karl R.
James J.
Kenneth T.
Gregory P.
Christopher
Mark D.
Neil D.
Clifford A.
William D.
Carl S.
Eric A.
Felix T.
William T.
Jennifer J.
Kathy J.
Philip C.
Theodore P.
James G.
Albert R.
Richard D.
Daniel R.
George C.
Gene P.
Michael F.
Philip J.
Irwin G.
Vincent J.
William J.
Johnny
Ronald J.
Alejandro G.
Joseph L.
Robert L.
Frank E.
Shawn T.
Michael J.
Gary L.
Marty L.
Joanne E.
Donald R.
Kevin M.
Denise L.
Stephen J.
Marlene
Michael A.
Patricia
Linda S.
William H.
Stephen R.
Sam
Jeffrey Y.
Kelvin
Craig A.
Quentin M.
Julie A.
Allen L.
Stephen A.
Dino

HENRY HOTEL
-106 -. 6th Street
•
San Francisco, CA 941103
861-0889

ANGLO HOTEL
241 - 6th Street

Jun's General Roofing Co., Inc.

LOIS DIWAPT

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
NOTARY PUBLIC

550 SO. VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110

(415) 346-5609
(415)751-1860
(415)621-6118

650 Pine Terrace
So. San Francisco, CA 94080

952-7054
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The Stress Of Police Promotion
By RobertB. Schaefer
Special Agent, Behavioral Science Unit,
FBI Academy, Quantico, VA

The concept of competitive promotion is relatively
new in the criminal justice system. Prior to organized
law enforcement, the head of a family, tribe, or clan
assumed a position of authority. Later, sheriffs and
constables were appointed by the crown, governor, or
finally, by popular election. This led to the birth of
"politics" within police systems. The police officer who
had the most personal influence or who was willing to
pay the highest price for promotion was raised to the
next highest grade. Today, promotions are based on
testing, interviews, and analyses of ability and performance. As a result, the promotional process imposes
unique stressors upon police officers.
Stress, in general terms, can be defined as the
amount of wear and tear on the human body caused by
living. Police work has been traditionally referred to as
an occupation that leads to a variety of stress-related
maladies, such as hypertension, cardiovascular irregularities, and gastrointestinal disorders. This is probably due, in part, to the actual physical dangers
associated with being a police officer.
The law enforcement profession, however, creates
other stresses, less physical in nature, but equally wearing. These emotional stressors stem from the ingestion
and "burying alive" of undigested everyday negative
stress, also known as distress. This distress, inherent in
the internal and external environmental demands made
upon police officers, modifies their behavior. Among
the least explored areas of this distress is the stress
associated with promotion and career development.
Such stress can be negative (distress) or positive
(eustress), depending upon the individual's ability to
keep the stress within individual tolerance of elastic
limits. This limit varies from individual to individual. If
an individual does recognize this limit, stress can be used to his advantage in the career development and promotional system.
The first stressor to be considered and understood in
modern police career development systems is the
awareness that- organizational charts are hierarchical
and paramilitary - there is very little room at the top.
There are more police officers than sergeants, more
sergeants than lieutenants, etch This fact is frequently
ignored or overlooked by employees and management
officials, and as a consequence, becomes a source of
severe stress for many officers. Phil Caruso. President
of the New York City Police Department Patrolmen's
Benevolent Association, recently stated, "The department no longer wants seasoned senior people doing the
headquarters jobs, and there is little or no promotion."
This stressor is, in part, responsible for reports of
spiraling retirements reaching 2,026 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1982, in New York City. These officers
are seeking alternatives for what Caruso has labelled "a
deadend job."
A second stressor is the promotional examination
process. Civil service laws in most cities provide that
promotions be made through successive ranks. Promo-

La Rondalla
Bar and Restaurant
901-903 Valencia St.
San Francisco, CA 94110

647-7474

tional examinations are open only to those who have
served in the next lower rank for a specified period of
time.
The written examination is usually prepared by
either the Civil Service Commission or the department
itself to test a candidate's knowledge and understanding of subject matter required for a new position. Normally, an officer's educational background does not
play a significant role in promotion, except as it contributes to the acquisition of "test-taking ability,"
which permits his moving up the promotional ladder at
an accelerated rate.
Traditionally, promotion examinations have had
few, if any, questions pertaining to the measurement of
general management concepts. This generates frustration among police officers who believe that promotions
should be based on their competency. to handle particular positions, rather than on a test of memory and
reading skills. Police officers should be promoted
because they are competent to carry out the functions
and tasks demanded by the particular ranks for which
they are competing. All too often, as a result of the
ability to do well on tests, one falls prey to the "Peter
Principle." The "Peter Principle" in a police hierarchy
emerges when an employee tends to rise to his level of
incompetence. A common assumption made in the law
enforcement profession is that an individual who performs well as a sergeant will perform equally as well as
a lieutenant and so forth. However, experience has
demonstrated that this is not necessarily true.
The written examinations police officers "cram" for
are a continuing source of frustration for police officers. They are usually the chief factor in determining
promotion. Using the written test to measure management skills, such as planning, organization, and leadership, severely limits some officers. A recent study of the
promotional methods of 10 law enforcement agencies
reflected that respondents felt frustrated by the use of a
single selection instrument. Their frustration is easily
recognizable in the following comments:
"Written tests only measure ability to retain study
material."
"The written exam did not test true knowledge of my
profession. In our case the officer with the best
memorization capabilities has the best chance for promotion."
"No written exan can evaluate potential, judgment,
or common-sense."
"I completed only the written test and I feel that no
written test can evaluate a person's supervisory
capabilities..."
- Officers often become obsessed with the written examination. Paradoxically, this worry affects their efficiency and performance. The level of stress tends to increase with the announcement of a promotional examination within a department. Although this stress
can be healthy if properly directed, when taken to extremes, it can upset the relationships of an entire police
department.
The written examination is usually followed by an interview conducted by three or more high-ranking
departmental officers. The next step is the preparation
of a special or promotional performance rating for each
candidate. These performance ratings frequently include subjective items such as reliability, dependability,
job attitude, and quality of work. Supplementary
criteria such as work products, education, citations,
physical and medical condition, disciplinary action,
and veterans' credit may be interwoven into the performance rating or given special consideration.
When the examinations and ratings are completed
and the candidates are listed in the order in which they
have passed, the appointing authority of the police
department is generally given the opportunity of selecting one out of every three names presented to him from
the top of the list for every vacancy available.

JOHN KIMAK

-& •G3

MA RBLIZ!NG

GLAZING

INSURED
FREE ESTIMATES

647-5199 Business
346-3079 Home
494 SAUSALITO BLVD., SAUSALITO, CA. 94965

The creation and publication of the promotional list
is a significant stressor. The long term effects on the
self-esteem of those officers passed over, yet considered
qualified by examination standards for the vacant positom, are devastating. In addition, Equal Employment
Opportunity (EEO) court decisions have frozen promotional lists across the United States in cities such as
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Memphis, New
Orleans, and New York. Organizational stress mounts
and departments experience the needless loss of highly
competent, trained, experienced officers to other law
enforcement agencies or even to other professions.
. Promotional opportunities often occur during the
mid-life emotional crisis in a person's life cycle. Thus,
the officer is competing at a time when he is already experiencing personal stress. These stages of development
for both men and women have been identified and addressed by both Yale social psychologist Daniel Levinson and author Gail Sheehey. The developmental stage
most likely to affect those in career development has
been called the midlife emotional crisis. This typically
occurs in both males and females between the ages of
35 and 42, although it can occur earlier or later in life.
This period presents an individual with predictable
challenges, crises, and problems that must be resolved.
If this individual is already experiencing stress as a
result of participation in the career development program and is several managerial levels below where he or
she expected to be, the midlife crisis can intensify this
career development stress. Without recognition and
understanding of this stage, this stress can lead to feelings of apathy or to a pattern of blaming one's failure
on others or the system.
Recommendations

Stressors for those involved in the career development program will never be eliminated, but certain
logical steps may betaken to keep stress within one's
own tolerance limits. Police executives throughout the
United States should examine their department's promotional policies to determine whether their policies
are realistic in terms of modern police organizations.
Executives should also examine the entire system to ensure it has been designed to operate in a manner that
will reduce rather than induce stress. The administrator needs to ask himself, "Have I, as an administrator, determined the best method for identifying
the specific competencies associated with positions and
ranks?" Only after the administrator has discovered
what these specific competencies are, can they be
measured. Written tests have been challenged, and
promotional lists permit contamination by "politics" or
"palace guards." One method for reducing test and list
stress is the implementation of assessment centers to
choose supervisory and management personnel.
The administrators of the Metropolitan Police
DepartmentMPD), Washington, D.C., have recognized and are actively attempting to minimize promotional
stress by standardization and removal of subjectivity
from promotions up to and including the rank of captam. Their new promotional examination system consists of a written examination to test knowledge and a
performance-based phase to test management skills.
The written examinations are made up by MPD
sworn personnel. Inclusion of EEO officers in the promotional system from the outset provides guidance and
prevents affirmative action issues from arising.
In Chicago, Ill., Psychologist William Ruch has
developed an assessment center entitled " What Now
Sergeant?" Candidates for promotion are observed
during an inbasket exercise to rate their ability
tomanage time and prioritize work. Additionally, the
candidates participate in simulated exercises to rate
their ability to react as a manager when there is no
"operational cookbook" available to cover the varying
situations that arise. The cities of Memphis, New
Orleans, Richmond, and Rochester are also using
assessment centers for the selection of promotional candidates. Traditional multiple choice and essay-type examinations have not been favorably received by the
ourts, while the opposite has been true of assessment
centers.
It is also important for the individual officer to learn
to take personal inventory of himself. This includes
asking three important questions: Who am I? Where
am I going? and Why? The next step is to move at his
own pace, carrying with him an awareness of the
stressors to which he is likley to be exposed. Learning to
visualize several alternatives may also assist an officer
in surmounting those inevitable, uncontrollable,
organizational barriers toward upward mobility.
Stressors for officers participating in the career
development program are both numerous and varied.
They begin with the very organizational structure of
police departments and are further complicated by
written and oral examinations, court decisions, and
even the officer's self-induced stress. Police executives
have begun to recognize these unique stressors. Future
efforts are being directed toward reducing rather than
inducing promotional stress. The use of assessment
centers within police departments to replace the traditional written examination represents a positive step in
that direction.
(Reprinted From May 1983; FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin)
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Ace Hi Health Foods

HEAVENLY OCEAN
CHINESE RESTAURANT
1201 VICENTE STREET
665-0860

2863 Mission, San Francisco, CA 94401

647-6999

Imperial Auto Painting

(Closed on Tuesdays)

'PALACE OF INFRA-RED BAKED ENAMEL"
EXPERT BODY AND FENDER REPAIRS

(415)285-4562
(415) 285-4797
Free Estimates

3135-24th Street
Bet. So. Van Ness & Folsom
San Francisco, Calif. 94110

Phai Z-Vegetarian Restaurant
#
Tel. 752-0888
1125 Clement St.,
752-0889
San Francisco, CA 94118

KIM'S AUTO BODY SHOP
COLLISION REPAIRS
QUALITY AUTO PAINTING
BRAKE SERVICE
518 BRANNAN STREET
BETWEEN 4TH & 5TH ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107

SANG KIM
PHONE
(415) 781-5478

CIVIC CENTER PHARMACY

1198 MARKET ST., S.F.
626-8080

MING'S GARDEN RESTAURANT

2172 MISSION STREET
(BETWEEN 17TH & 18TH ST.)
SANFRANCISCO, CA 94110
Ior ce

M4 W e meke 'eng Drecec
elJ OEhIOfl C1odeE
5507 Misgion St
469-4870

O pen From
(0:00 em. to 6:00 p.m.

TEL: 863-3700

CHINA
653 KEARNY STREET
San Francisco, California 94108
4151 982-3940

Nam Yuen Restaurant
740 Washington St., San Francisco
781-5636

RIIMBW REC1RDS
429 Littlefield Ave., So. San Francisco, CA 94080/(415) 952-3550

FOUR LAKE RESTAURANT

I

2511 Noriega St., San Francisco, CA 94122

Hollywood

566-5356

Levins—National.

• Hair Design
2761 Mission
San Francisco, CA 94110
282-3829

(415) 386-7050

90 Gough St., San Francisco, CA
PASTA / PIZZA CAFE

861-8746

a vat;
3565 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO

CLEANERS
NEW G17
EARM
YPAINTS
f,

Wing Lee Electric Laundry
1464 Washington Street
San Francisco, CA. 94109

NO
701 11th Avenue %IEW
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel. (415) 387-3073

fl1

II

Open Everyday 800 am. 6:00p.m.

YUEN'S GARDEN
1131 Grant Avenue
San Francisco, California 94133
Phone: 391-1131/2

474-5248
TEL: (415) 434-2553
BEST FOOD CO.
1262 STOCKTON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

io rg

KENNETH LAU

Mozaffarian Jewelers

151 CLEMENT
Cor. of THIRD Ave
San Francisco
668-1266

174 Grant Ave., San Francisco, CA 94108
391-9995

Denise Jear
Trans-Pac Travel

126 Post St. #305
San Francisco, CA 94108

Parkside

355 fremont& -San Fandsco C4.94105
Phone' (415)495-4042

PRODUCE & GROCERY
490 Taraval Street
San Francisco, CA. 94116
(415) 731-8715

398-2383

Hung Ming
758 Broadway, San Francisco, CA

THIRD STREET MARKET

397-1456

4646 THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124

349 Clement Street
San Francisco, CA. 94118

(415) 826-8635

221-9538
H SALT, esq.

Fairview Market
295 Orizaba Ave., San Francisco, CA 94132
584-6282

S.F.

Latino's Grocery
415/648-3503
3249 24th St
San Francisco, CA

AUTHENTIC ENCI.ISH .

I

PHONE 928.0261

Fish & Chips
1549 POI.K STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94109
PHONE: (415) 775-3313

MODESTO LANZONE'S
OPERA PLAZA
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
415 • 928-0400

!800 LARKIN STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

HARRINGTON 'S
245 FRONT ST.
SF 94111
392-7595
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To All COPS, Members:
COPS has recently completed negotiations with
American Way Travel, Inc., which has been in the
business of offering discount rates of from 20% to 50%
for group travel for a number of years. American Way
travel deals exclusively with employee groups and

9TI'ed through your
rncmbeiship
CALIFORNIA
ORGANIZATION o,
POLICE
SHERIFFS

Enclosed you will find a number of fliers on discount
cruises. We ask that you post them in order that your
members may take advantage of these tremendous discounts. Additional fliers will be sent on an ongoing
basis offering travel to many other places with discounts of from 20% to 50%.
As you are award, COPS is always looking for ways to
increase the benefits of our members. This is an example of our efforts.
Remember, in order to obtain your discount rates on
travel through American Way Travel, you must mention your COPS ' memnbership.

through these dealings is able to pass on these discounts
to our members.
As a COPS' mefliber, you are able to obtain group
rates even though you travel as an individual. In order
to obtain these discounts, you must mention your
COPS ' membership.
If your association desires to set up a group "escape"
trip, American Way Travel will assist you in doing so.
American Way Travel has set up "escape" trips to
places like Las Vegas, Reno, San Diego and San Francisco for many years for employee groups from Litton
Industries, Hughes Aircraft, Lockheed Aircraft, ABC
and NBC, just to name a few.
In addition, you may use American Way Travel for
all your travel needs including hotel bookings, airline
reservations, rental cars, etc., at the lowest possible
rates.

California
Organization of
Police and Sheriffs

Sincerely
Al Angele, General Manager
California Organization of
Police and Sheriffs

Offered through your
membership in;

in;

CALIFORNIA
ORGANIZATION
POLICE AND
SHERIFFS

S

CARIBBEAN
***r CRUISES **dr

NOV 17, 1984
OF

'THANKSGIVING

Special Employee Discounts Save up to 20%

Holiday Cruise

7 Days from $939 11 Days from $1209

TO C4CAPULCO

7 Days 3 Ports

JUN 16
AUG 25

Arrive
Depart
Sat 7 pm
Fort Lauderdale
Tue B am Wed 2 am
San Juan
Wed 8 am Wed 4 pm
St. Thomas
Nassau
Fri 1 pm Fri 7 pm
Fort Lauderdale Sat 9 am

11 Days 5 Ports

MAY 5
SEP 1

Arrive
Depart
Sat 7 pm
Fort Lauderdale
Mon 8 am Mon 5 pm
Grand Cayman
Tue 8 a Tue 7 p
Montego Bay
Thu 12 n
Thu 12 m
Panama Canal
San Bias Islands Fri 8 am Fri 1 pm
Sat 7 am Sat 5 pm
Cartagena
Nassau
Tue B am Tue 6 pm
Wed 9 am
Fort Lauderdale

Special Employee Discount

11 DAYS I 5 PORTS from $1089
PRICES - per person, double occupancy
11 Days-5 I'ürt
N". 17
AWT Price SAVE
Cat./ [Regular price
F,kv
flpr,
615.00
1850.00
C
(2465.00]
1o,AngI
No,. I7SO.5p,
604.00
D
[2395.00)
1791.00
1719.00
591. 00
[2310.00]
E
rN.2o . T0 IIprn
[2070.00]
1515.00
555. 00
H
No.21-Fn. Un,oj.
1430.00
540. 00
[1970.00]
(1660.00)
1166.00
494.00
L
V. 16 ..Noo.25.S,rn.3po,
-.- --4
[1570.00]
1089.00
481.00
N
Cabo
Noo.26-Mon.5m
No,.26.Mon. 12n,,o,
Nov:2S-Wt9om
LAnak.
Add port tax 1700 (subject to change)
All categories have two lower beds. Category E and above are outside cabins.

PRICES per person, double occupancy, including airfare
AWT
11 DAY
DAY
AWT
f regular price] Price • Save
Cabin type [regular price] Price Save
177
436
C Outside
1598
C 126601
2224
[17751
429
D Outside
[1725]
1553 172
(2590]
2161
404
G Outside
1413 157
1936
G
12340]
[15701
397
1373 152
H [2275].
1878
H Inside
115251
146
386
1314
1779
I
j
Inside
(21651
114601
126
356
L Inside
[1260)
1134
L (1860]
1504
120
347
1423
M Inside
[1205)
1085
M (1770]
(1045) 939 106
P Inside
p 115301 1209 321

818/501-3686

Deposit of $350 per person must be received within 7 days
of reservation. Balance is due 75 days prior to cruise.
Cancellation fees apply as stated in Sitmar brochure;
except that an additional $25 per person will be charged.

'

MW

pJJRrAJ WAY TR 4*JELP1C.
16133 Ventura, Encino, CA 91436

Offered l?1.ouqh your
II1L'flltOOtShl) i n;

Holland A rner1.ct
'4 -%

CALIFORNIA
ORGANIZATION
POLICE
SHERIFFS

to the Caribheaii .
ss ROTTERDAM

Special Members Discount - Save $400 per cabin
7 Day luxury cruise from $895 (airfare included)
Include airfare, cabin, all meals and
shipboard activities.

$1360.00
C Outside Two lowers
1275.00
D Outside Two lowers
1195.00
Two lowers
S Inside
1095.00
Two
lowers
F Inside
895.00
Upper/Lower
H Inside
Al! prices are per person based on
double occupancy

EASTERN CARIBBEAN
FROMI'1. I..UIWRI)ALE
.
' ROIrCRDAM
ou,r
'Oe'
°°
6.U5'
FT LAUDERDALE
SUN AT SEA
AT SEA
N5
9O155 ll:(5o
PHlLlPSBCRG.STMAARlE4
TUE
WED
CHARLEAMALlE.S'r11OM.
THU
AT SEA
BAHAMAS
I QOPSI 73w5.
FRI
T

. LAUDERDALE

818/5013686

Airfare is offered subject to the conditions stated in the Holland America
brochure. Changes by passenger may result in a charge.
A deposit of $300 per person must be received within seven days of gab-Now
reservation request. Balance will be due 75 days prior to sailing.
Cancellation fees will be charged as stated in the Holland America brochure; except that all additional $25 per person
will be charged as a group handling fee
Cancellation insurance is available.
Other dotes and itineraries
also available at discount.

GAITAMERICAN WAY TRAVEL. INC.
16133 VENTURA BLVD
ENCINO, CA
91436

Offered through your
membership in;
ALIFORNIA
C
ORGANIZATION OF
POLICE AND
SHERIFFS

AMERICAN WAY TRAVEL INC.

16133 Ventura, Encino, CA 91436

* * * * ** * * * ik * * *
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

ALASKA CRUISE

American Way Travel is pleased to add Holland America Lines to our selection
of five star, luxury cruises. A limited number of cabins are offered at this
special introductory price:

SAVE 1/2 (or more)'OF CRUISE FARE,
complete with air from LAX

$899

/

,. Holland America

.

MS N OORDAM

5.00
New, luxury OCEAN LINERS
Regular prices range
from $1195 to $1795
plus $250 airfare.

8:(0'.4J

Prices expire Aug. 31, 1984

Call: American Way Travel

SitinarCruises

JUNE 30, 1984
Independence Day Holiday Cruise

Nov. 17, 1984
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY CRUISE

Complete Vacation prices:

Cabin categories are offered on a first come basis. Deposit of $150 per person must be
received within 7 days of reservation. Balance is due no later than 75 days prior to
sailing. Make all checks payable to American Way Travel, Inc.
Cancellation fees will be charged as stated in the Sitmar Experience brochure; except
that an additional $25 per person will be charged as a group handling fee.
Cancellation insurance is available.
Mw

Q-3

.

818/501-3686

Call: American Way Travel

Category P has upper/lower berths. All other categories listed have two lower beds.
Airfare is included from Los Angeles, Phoenix, San Francisco or Tucson. Prices may vary from
other cities. If no sir is required deduct $100 from cruise fare. All air transportation is offered
subject to the conditions stated on page 62 of the 1984 Sitmar Experience brochure.

American Way Travel

Save 25 - 30%

5ITMAR CRUISES' luxury, 5 Star FAIRSKY

All prices include airfare
7
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7 DAY ROUND-TRIP CRUISE
FROM':i\.Lot%tR .. '
RRSE Ol.poSr
P5T
7 OUPSI
V.,ns000r. S.C..
A
1
3.CPSI
Kosh,kn.\bsk
12 MOSt
S
Juneau. .la.ska
1.50 ).)'.G 1L . \t ER 501
______________________________________
700s51 2:00PSI
Soko. %1,,ka
7:)))) yi'
______________________________________
-sntousnr. 3G.. (: ,s d
•°000ahn V onuuuer dopnodont upon n.ko.

Call: AMERICAN WAY TRAVEL
Price is per person based on double occupancy.
Add $26 port tax. Payment is due within seven days of reservation request.
Cancellation fees apply as stated in the Holland
America brochure. Cancellation insurance is
available.
Specific cabin category Cannot be confirmed as
condition of sale. Stated savings (I off) are
based on minimum priced cabin. Higher cabin
categories may be assigned at no additional cost.

Special "run -of-sh ip " price:
Cabins will be assigned in
categories C thru I at the
discretion of the cruise
line. All
All categories have
lower beds.
V:0C0
Onto,
SeanIe

818/501-3686
U
il!J\iT
AMERICAN WAY TRAVEL. INC.
16133 VENTURA BLVD
ENCINO, CA
91436
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(Left to right Tom Sweeney, Jim Petrie Solos, Mark Hurley
(center-Animal Control, and Lt. Mike Sullivan, Airport
Police) formed the Barbecue committee.
Sgt. Bill "Tex' Leet. Co. D, driving the PAL Hayride in the
Family Day Picnic.

SFPD Officers Dennis Norris (Co H), left, and Will Battle,
Community Services, checking out the new Radar installed
aboard the PAL Boat. The two officers represent two of 46
civilian and police officer volunteers for the PAL Fishing Program.

PAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
CADETS

Directing the PAL Hayride Depot for children is, guess who?
Debbie Waterfield, D.A. 's Office, helping at the Family Day
Picnic.
PAL Cadet Anita Nuno helping out at the recently concluded
SFPD Family Day Picnic. (All photos by Herb Lee)

POWA Member Ana L
two PAL Senior Cadets.

Graduation excercises for 16 PAL Law Enforcement
Cadets is scheduled for June 19, 1984 in the 6th floor
Auditorium. A complete report will be published in
next month's column. This marks the completion of 9
months of weekly meetings for the Cadets. Speakers
from the various SFPD units gave presentations to their
Cadets during the course of the semester. Included in
their activities were the many dozens of volunteer
assignments which ran the gamut of assistance to senior
citizens, youth gorups, pre-school children, crippled
children, various fairs and shows, civic sponsored activities, and SFPD and PAL related activites. Social activities included dances, picnics, barbecues, boat
cruises, seminars, and snow trips. In all, a very busy
semester. The PAL thanks and salutes all those PAL
Cadets who have given generously of their own time and
effort to help others.

supercuts
we cut hair for your ego not ours

4527 Mission St. - Excelsior District

S

SFPD FAMILY DAY PICNIC
The SFPD Family Day picnic was held on Saturday
May 19, 1984 at the police range. Motorcycles, Hondas, Tac Unit, Horses, games, rides, etc. were all
featured. Another new addition this year was a 10 foot
lady, a tightrope walker, and, of course, more balloons.
The hot dog pit crew consisted of Jim Petri and Tom
Sweeney, Solos, Lt. Mike Sullivan, Airport Police, and
Mark Hurley, Animal Control. The PAL Cadets were
present inforce with 22 volunteers. Some of their duties
include: setting up, running games, providing hayrides,
kiddy kar rides, gate security, and cleanup. Much
thanks to everyone who participated, including the
Police Officers Wives Association who contributed so
much.

.1190 Folsom Street San Francisco. CA 94103 (415) 431-8334..:

MING'S GARDEN RESTAURANT
OPEN HOURS:
11:00a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY
FOOD TO TAKE OUT

2172 MISSION STREET
(BETWEEN 17TH & 18TH ST.)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110

TELEVISION
STEREO
MICROWAVE OVENS

GOLDEN GATE
PHOTO
1234 9th AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122

1

Special Discount Prices

SALES - 25 YEARS SERVICE
Mike Salerno

1-2792

Owner

2401 Irving St.

Es
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Another busy Pee Wee practice session for this head coach.

Pal Pee Wee Baseball is in full swing. 9 year old Eric Rankin
is shown biting his nails while waiting for action. (photo by R.
Sepulveda).

Yes, girls are welcome in the PAL Pee Wee League. Mrs.
Williams , Director, reports more and more girls are playing
ball.

IN
A couple of Pee Wee Baseball players waiting their turn at
bat.

Head PAL Pee Wee Coach Bill Etzler in a common pose during a game (where's the beef?)

PAL JOINS POP WARNER
In a new youth football direction, the San Francisco
Police Activities League has affiliated with Pop Warner
Football and joined the Redwood Empire Pop Warner
Football League. This veritable powerhouse league will
ensure topnotch competition for the youth midget division players from San Francisco. In all, the conference
will have 30 active teams with 11 teams in the Midget
Division. San Francisco will field teams from Kimbell
Park (PAL Seahawks), and Crocker Amazon Park
(PAL Raiders). Away games will include 5 league
games plus divisional championships. All boys between
the ages of 11 through 14 interested are to call PAL
Headquarters for signups. Signups begin in July.
Tryouts and physical conditioning is slated for August
with the first league game the first Saturday after Labor
Day.

(415) 861-4090
NORMAN YOUNG

1379 FOLSOM ST., S.F.
94103 (CORNER 10th ST.)

DISCOUNT MUFFLER & BRAKE
AUTO CENTER
Complete Front End Service
Hi Performance Exhaust Systems
Complete Brake Service
FREE ESTIMATES

FREE INSPECTION

MARGARET ROSE MICALLEF
Comptroller

kudlimousi
1398 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 563-1000

10 year old Mila Etzler with the PAL Pee Wee Potrero Hill
Raiders connecting with a line drive for a base hit. Etzler is
the team pitcher (photo by R. Sepulveda).

PAL PEE WEE BASEBALL
PAL Pee Wee Baseball is continuing and is midway
into the season, according to Director Mrs. Williams. A
gala graduation day game for seniors (10 year olds) is
being planned and scheduled for Saturday June 16th
noon at West Sunset #3 playground, 36th Ave. and
Pacheco. This graduation day is called the Mrs.
Williams Graduation Day where only boys and girls
who have been playing PAL Pee Wee Baseball through
the years, and has reached the ripe old age of 10, will
have to move on to a higher division, are allowed to play
ball on this day. Besides the double header game, hot
dogs and refreshments will be served. Mrs. Thelma
Williams is the founder of PAL Pee Wee Baseball, and
has been its Director for the past 25 years. Assistant
Pee Wee Director Stan Chiarucchi ;will head the planning for this exciting day for the kids which will include
gold medals for the graduates.

Byington
Electric Corp.
404 Balboa St.
San Francisco, CA.

387-7500

The PAL Kiddy Kar Rides Program will be expanded this
summer for children 3 to 7 years of age. Call PAL Headquarters for signups. Nursery schools and centers in San
Francisco are eligible for participation.

I-

PAL Cadet Lt. Jose Pu bill helping a youngster in the PAL
Kiddy Kar Ride.

PAL KIDDY KAR RIDES
The popular PAL Kiddy Karr Rides will again be offered this summer. Six motorized tricycles, bedecked in
SFPD logos with microphones and horns, are geared
for youngsters 3 to 7. All interested nurseries and rec
centers are to call PAL Headquarters for signups.
These motorized cars are portable and can travel to any
site. Horizons unlimited will be providing youths to
assist in this program with PAL Cadets.
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Under 16's - Guadalajara, also coached by Jose Coronado
beat the Lions, also coached by Joe Battaglini 2-1 in a very
close game. Jose Gonzales scored both goals for Guadalajara.

Members of the victorious PAL Salesian Girls Softball Team
who recently won the City title. Top left is head coach Angela
Delfino. At right is Asst. Director Sean Keighren. (photo by
Con Keighren).

Members of the PAL Cadet Softball Team which entered the
1st annual Cable Car Classic Tournament held recently at
Moscone Park. Head coach Ernie Galaviz (left 2nd row), and
Assistant Coach Dan Lara (2nd row right). (Photos by Herb
Lee).

Cadet Lt. John Swan was the Catcher.

Under 8 - Rascals - This is team made up of kids from all
over the city by Cathy & Con Keighran and came in 2nd by
defeating the 1st place team, the Astros, in the final game. All
kids on the team received the newly designed soccer patches.
For a group of kids who had never played soccer before, this
was a tremendous ending to the season.

Under 14's - Guadalajara which was coached by Jose Coronado beat the Cougars coached by Joe Battaglini 2-0.
Rudolfo Orellana and J. P. Goode scored the goals.

Under 10's - Two divisional champs played on June 2nd at
Balboa Soccer Stadium were the R. C. Cola Wolves and
Shooting Stars. The Wolves were coached by Les Mohacsy
and the Shooting Stars by Peter and Susan Cook. Both teams
played extremely well and it was an exciting game. The
Wolves won the game with Robert Mohacsy, Adam Turner,
Jeff Bacigalopi and Victor Cipparrone scoring the goals. The
trophies were presented to the teams by Capt. Frank Jordan,
Commander of Ingleside Station.

PAL SOCCER
Under 19's - The Celtic team coached by Desmond
Conner defeated the Wildcats, coached by Rob Hickox
6-0 in a game played a week earlier. The Celtic team
was undefeated for the season, but the young Wilcat
team gave them a run for their money.
Over 1100 kids participated in the PAL Soccer
League and the Championship games at Balboa on
June 2nd brought the season to an exciting finish. All
the PAL coaches and youngsters appreciated Captain
Frank Jordan's presence and were delighted to receive
the trophies from him. Many thanks to all the coaches
and volunteers like Maggie and Izzy Martinez, Officer
Gabe Harp, Sean McNulty, George Yarnall and last
but not least, Guy Milano, The PAL Soccer Director.
Tremendous job that was well done!!!

Runnerup in the PAL Girls Softball League for 1984 is the
Eureka Valley team with head coach Claire Anderson (top
left). The championship game was a humdinger with both
sides giving no quarters and the lead exchanged hands several

PAL GIRLS SOFTBALL
Wednesday, June 6th, at a water drenched Larsen
Park, the Salesian's Girls Club, coached by Angela
Delfino, defeated Eureka Valley to become the 1984
PAL-Girls Softball champions.
Although they won by four runs, it was not an easy
victory. Eureka Valley exploded for seven runs in the
bottom of the third inning including a grand slam
homer hit by Courtney Lubell.
Salesians, not givng up, came back in their half of
the fifth and rallied for six runs to tie the game up seven
to seven. Salesians carried their momentum into the
sixth inning scoring four more runs giving them the
lead eleven to seven.
Eureka Valley refused to give in. In the bottom of the
sixth of a six inning game, they loaded the bases with
one out for their number four hitter, Chrissy
McDowell. After a conference with coach Clair Anderson, Chrissy lined a shot to the left of shortstop Kelly
Smith who made the defensive play of the game, spearing the ball and firing it to first for the game ending
double play.
Sean Keighran
Congratulations to the Champs and all the players in
the league. Runnerup Eureka Valley players received
trophys for their outstanding team play throughout the
year. Contratulations also to PAL Softball Director Con
Keighren and to his Assistant Director Sean Keighren.
Both did a great job in administering the program for
the girls.

First baseman Cadet Eric Johnson ready for a putout.

PAL JOE DIMAGGIO
BASEBALL OPENS
The PAL Joe DiMaggio Baseball Season will open on
June 7, 1984. In all, 7 full teams have entered. They include: Kiwanis Club of the Golden Gate, Lera Electric,
Sapunar Realty, Meyers Safety Switch, Rothchild and
Raffin, San Francisco Senators, and Valente, Marini,
Perata. Some of these firms have been sponsoring PAL
Joe DiMaggio Baseball for a number of years. Lera
Electric 18 years, Valente, Marini, Perata, 17 years,
Meyers Safety Switch 15 years, Kiwanis Club of the
Golden Gate 13 years, Rothchild and Raffin, 10 years,
San Francisco Senators 4 years, and Sapunar Realty 2
years. Each sponsor dontes a specific sum which goes
directly to the PAL Joe DiMaggio Baseball Program.
The PAL acknowledges their support throughout the
years for youth baseball. Many of these youngsters go
on to college and pro ball. An awards ceremony is
scheduled at 1 pm Saturday June 9, 1984 at Big Rec
where representatives of these firms will receive commemorative plaques as a token of the appreciation from
the youths of San Francisco.

VISION IMPROVEMENT
Orthokeratology

(Normalization of the Cornea) the improvement of nearsightedness and astigmatism
through the programmed application of contact lenses.
Expert preventive fitting of ALL types of contact lenses, especially
problem cases - in-office lab adjustments and resurfacing.

Optometron: For Pilots, Police, Athletes, Students.

EYE EXERCISES • BIOFEEDBACK • NUTRITION • FASHIONABLE FRAMES

(41,5)391-2820

ANDREW M. CLAY, O.D., F.I.O.S.
450 Sutter Street • Suite 1838 • San Francisco, California 94108
Fellow International Ormokeratology Section and Certification in Contact Lenses by the National Eye Research Foundation
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Shirley Scheffler She's Got The Power

ow

She stands 5'l" in her stocking feet and barely tips
the scales at 100 pounds.
But San Francisco Deputy Sheriff Shirley Yven
Scheffler is no 98-pound weakling.
In fact, pound for pound, Scheffler is stronger than
many of the inmates she guards at the county prison.
A champion power lifter, Scheffler holds two state
records and has been coined "the strongest woman" at
several regional meets.
Scheffler, a native of San Francisco, started lifting
weights in 1979 to prepare for the physical portion of
the San Francisco police entrance examinations.
In retrospect, the exam seems like a "piece of cake."
But in 1979, the thought of lifting a 140-pound dummy
and dragging it to a table one foot off the ground sent
tremors through the pint-sized candidate.
Undaunted and determined to build her strength to
pass the police exam, Scheffler signed on at a local
gym.
She was stronger than she thought. In fact, the owner
of the gym was so impressed with her progress that he
encouraged her to compete in a local meet against
teenage boys.
Scheffler put the guys to shame, placing second at
the State Novices and Masters Championship after only
three months of training.
It's been all uphill since. Encouraged by her husband, Bill, captain of the San Francisco Police Department's Transit Division and himself a noted power
lifter, Scheffler continued to train, and can now lift
more than three times her own weight.
In fact, Scheffler is something of a world figure in
dead-lifting. This past January, she set a new world
record for dead-lifting in her 96.4-pound weight class at
the National 1984 Women's National Power Lifting
Championship in Austin, Texas. The previous record
was 308 pounds, and Scheffler dead-lifted 319.95
pounds, setting a world, national meet and American
meet record. Ironically, the new world record is not her
own personal record. Scheffler said she lifted 330
pounds at a local meet recently. World records,
Rates from $37, with further
% Discounts to all Officers

cutle; -

however, must be set at world events which are approved and drug-tested by the International Power Lifting
Association.
Her strength also enabled her to cinch first place
titles in her weight class in powerlifting in the northern
California and California state competitions. Last
January, at the Women's National Powerlifting Championships in Chicago, she placed sixth in her class.
Scheffler also holds the state records in her 97-pound
weight class for the dead lift (297 pounds), and for
pounds total weight (595), the sum total of the squat,
and dead lift and the bench press. All three competitions were timed events measuring a different type of
strength: the squat measures leg strength; the bench
press measures upper body strength, and the dead lift
measures back strength.
Scheffler is currently training for a national competition in Indiana at the National Drug-free Women's
Championship this May. Her weekly workout of two to
three hours per day, six days per week, includes lifting
weights, stationary exercises, and cycling.
Prone to gaining weight, the dessert-loving Scheffler
("I really love fruit cake") tries to avoid sweets before
competitions and sticks to a low-calorie balanced diet
including raw fruits and vegetables.
If the inmates she guards are astonished at discovering the diminutive woman guarding them is a champion power-lifter, Scheffler insists she makes no attempt to impress them, or anyone.
"I like to keep a low profile," she said. "I know the
police and sheriff's department are very supportive of
me, but I don't like to talk about it during work."
But knowing her strength can carry her through difficult on-the-job situations is a definite fringe benefit of
the hobby, she said.
"I'm not the top power lifter in the world, but being
as strong as I am gives me a lot of confidence and
overall esteem," said Scheffler. "It's doing something
good for myself - it gives me something to show for
each day."
Now if she could only convince her mother...
"She wanted me to be & nurse or teacher or
something safe like that, but it didn't appeal to me,"
said Scheffler. "I think a woman should be whatever
she wants to be."
For Scheffler, being a deputy sheriff and power lifter
fits that bill.
(Reprinted from World Police & Fire Games Magazine/
Summer, 1984)

I-1CT[LVLIIA I3tJtA
55 FIFTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103
TELEPHONE (415) 543-3130
TOLL FREE (800) 227-4673
TELEX . . . . . . 34-0272

Tour de Tahoe '84

COULTER'S CARPET
SERVICE, INC.
150 STARLITE ST. • SO. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080

Since 1947 • Serving 4B'ay Area Counties

(415) 761-0710
(415) 589-4722

For all you cyclists, or would-be cyclists, the 2nd annual Tour de Tahoe ride is being tentatively scheduled
for Tuesday, Sept. 18th thru Thursday, Sept. 20th. The
actual biking adventure occurs on Wednesday, Sept.
19th. For those who don't know or don't remember, the
last Tour de Tahoe took place August of '83. It involved
11 members from Co. A who biked around Lake Tahoe
(72.5 Miles). The ride is challenging but conducted in a
leisurely manner, stopping every 12-15 miles to
regroup. Cyclists of all abilities are invited, the more
the merrier. A 'sang wagon's accompanies us, carrying
refreshments, spare parts, and taking pictures. If interested, have questions or suggestions, drop me a note
so I can get an idea of the number of participants. If
possible, we might be able to make arrangements for
group lodging. Further updates to come.
Bill Cooke, Co.A-Swings

GOLF CLUB NEWS
Since the last publication a great deal has happened
regarding the San Francisco Police Golf Club. On May
21st and 22nd forty-six members and guests journeyed
to the Marysville-Yuba City area and played two days at
Plumas Lake Golf and Country Club. We stayed overnight at the Bonanza Inn in Yuba City and from all the
feedback everyone had a great time. The accommodations and food were excellent and the golf course was
super. It's hard to believe a trip like this could be improved upon.
Tim Hettrich had the low score shooting seventy-nine
each day. Unfortunately he was the only one in the
seventies either day. The low net winner was Commander Jerry D'Arcy who had a total of 138 for both
days. The other net winners were: Tim Hettrich, Nick
Eterovich Sr., Rene Aufort, Vie Macia and Joe Allegro
Jr.
On Friday, June 1, 1984 sixty-five, members and
guests played Napa Muni Golf Course at John F. Kennedy Park in Napa.
I might mention it was another beautiful day. I'm
sure glad I found or should I say regained the knack of
picking days with good weather.
The low score of the day was eighty shot by Tom
O'Connor. This is indicative of the toughness of the
course. The fact that only three players broke par with
their net scores is another indication.
Tom Greene was the low net winner and I might add
a winner by nine strokes.
The flight winners were: first, Mike Mahoney, Ed
Garcia, Dave Kranci and Jerry Cassidy; second, Vie
Macia, Bob Wood, Paul McGoran and Fred Fegan;
third, Mike Brady, Earl O'Brien, John Du Bose and
Jack Southern; fourth, Bob Seghy, Dan Mahoney II,
Mickey Sullivan and Ed Cassidy.
The guest flight was won by Ken Charshaf followed
by Al Pedrin, Gene Vittori and Eric Hipp.
The hole-in-one winners were: Bill Mills at the
seventh hole with a shot 8'1' away, and Al Pedrin at sixteen when he hit one 21'4" away.
Our next tournament will be at Las Positas, on July
6, 1984. After that we will take some time off for the
Democratic Convention and in August we will go to
Reno for our annual weekend trip (mel wives) at the
Peppermill Inn. In September we play Mt. Shadows
'South', and tentatively scheduled for October is Diablo
Creek against the Oakland Police Officers Golfing
Association. In November we play Bennett Valley and
in December we play Harding Park.
It's hard to believe we only have six months to complete our eleventh year in existence. As of this time we
have one hundred and fifty-one members. Anyone interested call me at below and I'll send you all the pertinent information.
Jerry Cassidy
Co K E&I Solo's (553-1245)
Rm. 150, Hall of Justice
or
237 San Mann Dr. (897-0226)
Novato, Ca. 94947

SAN FRANCISCO

Disc olan clia
2964 - 24th STREET
San Francisco, CA 94110
.(415)826-9446

3206 East 14th STREET
Oakland, CA 94602
(415) 261-1520

Heung Yuen
Restaurant
3279 22nd St.
San Francisco, CA.
648-2666

YR&A 9U9NA MARK-E-7
LIQUOR - GROCERIES

LABEL'S
DELICATESSEN & CATERING
SPECIALIZING IN CATERING & PARTY TRAYS
KOSHER STYLE SANDWICHES
PHONE
751-0417 OR 751-0418
343 CLEMENT ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118

1CLk8
LEE MARZETT
MOR.

201 6TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103

(415) 777-6126
(415) 777-4652,

l'9'8•4

The San Francisco
Examiner
is grateful
to the San Francisco
Police Department
for its support
of the
Examiner Bay to Breakers.
Pt
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From'Bag Lady to
Champion Fenc er: Connie Louie
By day, she's a bag lady, shuffling from street corner
to street corner in a bed-raggled overcoat and scarf.
But by night - watch out! This bag lady wields a
mean sword.
Asword?
The bag lady is San Francisco Police Officer Connie
Louie, a decoy with the department's Streets Crime
Unit since 1979, and one of the top amateur fencers today in the United States.
In the past 10 years, Louie, 31, a native of San Franciseo, was West Coast Women's Fencing champion
twice, in 1981 and 1982; Northern California champion
for three successive years from 1981 to 1983; and placed
fourth in the United States National Fencing competition in 1981 in Fort Worth, Texas. She placed fifth at
the D'Asaro Open Circuit meet last January in San
Jose, Calif., and has placed first in virtually every local
meet in which she's competed.
For the next three months, her bag lady disguise will
hang idle in her closet while Louie prepares for competitions to qualify for the United States Olympic Fencing Team this summer.
The San Francisco Police Department has granted
her a sabbatical, and the San Francisco Police Officers
Association, thrilled that one of its own may be an
Olympic contender, is sponsoring Louie at two upcoming meets, including a competition in Philadelphia and
the national quailfying meet in Chicago.
Only five out of some 110 women competitors will
make the national Olympic team. Louie, who expects to
be among teh top 15 competitors, is devoting all her
time to what will be her last competitive bout.
"Fifteen years of fencing is enough," she said, "and I
plan to retire from the sport at the end of this year to
raise a family. If! make the national team, it will be the
crowning glory of my career, and my last hurrah."
Her coach, San Francisco chiropractor Dr. Robert
Handleman, a master fencer and her college coach, is
helping Louie hone her skills to a fine point. She's his
only remaining fencing student, and his star pupil. And
why not? She's also his wife.
It was by accident that Louie ever developed into a
champion fencer. She took up the sport in high school
because 1A was something different from the traditional
sports offered to women.
Her attitude changed when she was named to the
high schol fencing team as a replacement for a team
member who contracted hepatitis.
"I figured as long as I was going to be on the team I
might as well get good at it," said Louie.
Her natural competitive spirit sparked, Louie practiced fencing every day after school. Her efforts paid off
- by the time she had graduated from high school, she
was among the most valuable player on the team and
team captain.
More than flashing a sword, fencing requires special
conditioning for endurance, stamina, and flexibility.
Louie works out three hours each day. Her training includes a two-to-three mile run and wind-sprints for
aerobic durability (typical fencing matches are made up
of several vigorous 10 to 15-second intervals; thus,
sprinting capacity is extremely crucial), lifting weights
to strengthen arm, leg, abdominal and torso muscles,
and "footwork," or practice in moving forward,
backward, and lunging.
"Bulk isn't required for fencing," says Louie, who is
a case in point, weighing only 100 pounds herself. Louie
said much more important is flexibility and quick
reflexes. "You have to be quick on your feet and anticipate your opponents moves two to three moves
ahead of time," she said.
Although Louie doesn't use fencing on the job (a bag.
lady with a sword might be a dead giveaway), she said
the training and conditioning required for the sport
have given her an "inner confidence" as a police officer.
On one occasion, for instance, Louie and her partner
were following a drunk who happened to be waiving a
machete.

Louie was carrying only her police baton, and while
she doubted the gentleman was actually dangerous, he
was drunk...
"But I knew I could handle anything that came up,"
said Louie. "Fencing is a challenge where you're always
coming back for more," she explained. "It's sort of like
chess - you're both the player and pawn."
The rules, regulations, and weapons used by
modern-day fencers have their roots in the Medieval art
employed by knights-in-armor during battle.
Fencing, now as then, comes in three varieties: Epee,
the most widely known form of the sport; Sabre, and
Foil.
Anyone who has watched a duel on television is
already familiar with Epee. It hails from the days of
yore when knights staged duels. The opponents stood
face to face and scored (or killed, depending on the occasion) by striking one another on any part of the body
with the point of the sword.
Less known is Sabre, a type of fencing that originated
in the Calvary Days when knights dueled on horseback.
In this type of fencing, a "score" is made by striking the
body anywhere from the hip on up with the edge, rather
than the tip, of the sword.
Foil, the third type of fencing, and the only type
recognized by the International Fencing Associajion for
women's competition. In the olden days, foiling was actually practice-fencing. A lighter sword was used, and
"scores" were confined to the torso only. Hits to the
arm, legs, or head were grounds for disqualification.
(Reprinted From World Police & Fire Games
Summer, 1984)

CENTURION CHARITY BOWL
RAISES$13,500 FOR
S.F. SPECIAL OLYMPICS
The 1984 Centurion Charity Bowl was beyond a
doubt the most successful fundraiser in the game's
history. Thanks to your donations and the unselfish
donations of many others in the community, a tremendous thing happened. We not only doubled last year's
donation, but we raised TEN TIMES the amount, to be
given to San Francisco Special Olympics. The amount
of $13,500 was raised for this worthy cause.
The 1984 Centurion Charity Bowl is the 5th Annual
game to be played for the San Francisco Special Olympics. The S.F. Centurion Football Team are extremely
proud that over $40,000 have been raised for S.F.
Special Olympics since the 1st Charity game was
played.
Some have asked "Why Special Olympics"? Special
Olympics is an international program of athletic training and competition for mentally retarded children and
adults. The idea behind Special Olympics may perhaps
be captured in a unique happening that occurred during a track competition. One child, an easy winner in a
running event, noticed that another child had fallen.
The first child stopped, disregarded the finish line and
retreated to help the other runner to his feet. The two
finished the race, each with one arm around the other
child. This scene will undoubtedly be repeated in the
future.
Once again, thanks for your support.
Officer Bob Del Torre
!hairman '84 Centurion Charity Bowl

CAKES - COOKIES - PASTRIES. PANETTONI - CANDY
DECORATED CAKES OUR SPECIALTY
2803 MISSION ST.
SAN FRANCISCO
647.5469

49 W. 42ND AVE.
SAN MATEO
341-2951

3RD PLA CE FINISH
By Jeff Barker

The 157th recruit class participated in the iron man
contest and made a fine showing despite only being able
to practice for 3 weeks.
The team placed 3rd place overall & some of these
recruits will be heard from again in future events.
Frank Rivero finished 1st in the 100 bench press wtih
82 repititions. Frank will be around a long time & with
the proper training could master any number of weight
lifting events.
Guillermo Amugo finished 2nd in the Lake Merced
Run & was only beaten by a veteran who waited until
the time was right & flew by Amigo in the last 200-300
yards.I don't think Amigo will let that happen again &
I believe he is capable of winning some major races in
the future. His 29:57 time was excellent.
Jim Guelff despite having never shot in a tournament
finished 3rd & again, anyone who is looking for a
future competitive shooter would do well to seek Jim
out for future events.
Larry Henderson really only prepared for a week on
the pushups. Being a marine (no such thing as an ex
marine) he is in excellent shape & his 101 situps was an
excellent showing.
Joe Fong didn't know it but he was going up against a
machine who rarely if ever comes in 2nd place (K.
Dalryple). Joe has no previous experience but showed
his upper body strength & competitiveness with a fine
showing of 19 pullups.
Congratulations to all participants, winning & losing
are down on list of priorities, participating & doing
your best are still the name of the game.

863-6101

California Poultry Sales, Inc.
• Fresh Poultry
• Frozen Foods
• Meat Products

CHARLES E. McVAY

777 Brannan Street
San Francisco 94103

VIDEO

ONE

RENTAL AND SALES

#

f' - -

5 embarcadero center
son frandsco,ca 94111
on the parkway

delish

415-362-5205

ELIO DIANDA & SONS

!2ianda
LaLian nzv2!an
ait', CO.

Magazines/

ACA OEM Y RECRUITS

For Your
Eyes Only
552 Castro St., San Francisco, CA 94114

• 626-0858'

No Deposit Required For Police Officers With ID
One FREE Rental With This Ad
3244 GEARY BLVD.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
415)386-8680

2275 MARKET ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415)621-7608

The Pipeline
4149 18th St.
San Francisco, CA.

431-1232
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ON THE STREET/Tom Flippin
URBAN DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
"Serving Youth, Seniors, Family
and the Community"
September 28,1984
October 26, 1984
November 16,1984
December 21, 1984
Will have its famous Enchilada Luncheon
NO-HOST REFRESHMENTS 11:30a.m.
on Fridays at 12 noon
at Jamestown Community Center
180 Fair Oaks Street, San Francisco, CA 94110
Corner of 23rd Street
This activity sponsored by the
"AMIGOS" Advisory Board
to help the following programs:
LOS MAYORES DE CENTRO LATINO'
JAMESTOWN COMMUNITY CENTER
SUMMER OF LOVE • STUDENT OPPORTUNITY SERVICE.
MISSION RECREATION PROJECT•
DONA TION $3.00
PARKING IN YARD
PLEASE POST
CHUCK A YALA, Director

.June 22,1984
July 27, 1984
August 24,1984

CYO URBAN DEVELOPMENT 180 FAIR OAKS STREET,
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110(415) 826-6880
A United Way Agency

The Silver Cat
Coins and Precious Metals
3297-22nd Street, San Francisco 94110
(415) 821-0359

WEST PORTAL
MOBIL SERVICE

THE BIKE NOOK
1417 TARAVEL ST.
SAN FRANCISCO 94116
731-3838

Complete Auto Repair Service
Tune-Up • Brake Service. • Engine Repairs

800 ULLOA STREET
(At The Tunnel)

EA

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94127
664-8563

CALTOOL INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLY, INC.
(415) 621-2075

TAI FUNG WO

BARGAIN MARKET

273 - 7TH STREET - SAN FRANCISCO, CA

LA F1ILA

1k KGLGNAKI
III1. \\\%. Exclusively Natural Fibers

876 WASHINGTON STREET
8981/2 WASHINGTON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94108
TEL. (415) 986-1683

MARIMT
& RESTAHRAtT
LA FAMILIA OLMOS

441-4738

FABRICA DE TORTILLAS
YPRODUCTOS MEXICANOS

781 Beach • 1816 Union • 2800 Leavenworth • San Francisco
660 Bridgeway • Sausalito

589-3830

Mayflower Market

224 LUX AVE
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO CA
94080

Bar-B-Q Chicken & Ribs
"Best Thing In Town!"

KING LEUNG CHAN

PHONE (415)

2498 Fillmore Street
San Francisco, California
(415) 346-1700

788-5756

VICE PRESIDENT & AGENT

LIU CHONG HING BANK LTD.
SAN FRANCISCO AGENCY
601 CALIFORNIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 9408

"

Sea gadd eteaaia
631 BROADWAY ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA

BUSINESS ADDRESS
2200 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115

VAUGHN 0. NIXON
OSBORNE'S
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS

(415) 922-4110

9EE'9 CAR CARE
Complete Auto Maintenance
Electronic Engine Diagnostics
Official Smog Station

3223 Mission St.

San Francisco, Ca.
94110

345 Gough Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

See S. Tom
Manager

The

Nite
Club

(415)863-7430

Lifetime Muffler
Custom Pipe Bending
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*
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43

43

43 .
43
43

0

+
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FEATHERS. ++
*

Entertainment
Saloon

Live Entertainment
Nightly

*
*
*
*

563-2612

Ez

MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 15460
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115

285-6122

4
4
4
4
4

2140 Union Street
San Francisco, CA.
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*
*
+
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